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Our experience shows that trust monitoring and recoveries enhance casualty and estate recovery efforts through program 
coordination and integration. HMS performs monthly data matches of state MESs, Social Security Administration (SSA), and 
vital statistics files against the Medicaid eligibility file to identify deceased members. If HMS identifies the existence of an 
estate recovery case, our Trust Services team member verifies if a trust has been set up to complete an updated lien valuation 
and request payback. Payback starts with the trust property. Any remaining balance may become an asset of the estate, thus 
making an otherwise-exempt estate subject to estate recovery. If, for any reason, we determine any pre-trust casualty lien was 
not satisfied prior to a trust establishment, this lien amount becomes subject to and is included in the payback valuation and 
recovery claim. Our proven approach to trust case management and payback claims recovery protects the State’s financial 
interests through efficient case management and measurable recovery results. 

Exhibit I-2 lists six current HMS Trust clients, the number of cases created during the life of the contract, the number of 
payback claims sent, and notable results achieved for these agencies. 

Please see our responses to requirements RECV30 through RECV48 in this section for additional information on the trust 
monitoring and recovery services HMS will provide the Agency.  
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HMS EXPERIENCE IN HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUM PAYMENTS (HIPP), AND 
CHILDREN'S HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION ACT (CHIPRA) 
HMS currently operates nine HIPP programs and one CHIPRA program, with our longest running program operating more 
than 24 consecutive years. From our experience, each Agency has a unique purpose for their HIPP program. For example, 
some states choose to use the HIPP program to maximize the number of members with insurance coverage, while other 
states are solely dedicated to only reimbursing insurance premiums when the case is clearly cost-effective. HMS is ready to 
tailor our solution to meet the Agency’s needs and operate a successful HIPP solution. HMS looks forward to the opportunity 
to help design and operate the HIPP program for your Agency.  

Exhibit I-3 depicts the states where we perform HIPP/CHIPRA services.  
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HMS EXPERIENCE IN CASUALTY/TORT SUBROGATION  
HMS currently provides Casualty Recovery Services for 20 state Medicaid clients, with our longest consecutive contracts 
running for more than 20 years. Since we started performing Casualty Recovery services, we have recovered more than 
1.9 billion dollars in Medicaid paid claims for our clients. Our national coverage, as shown in the map below, allows HMS 
to collect best practices and perform benchmarking across our clients to help ensure each grows their recoveries within the 
laws and rules of their state.  

Exhibit I-5 depicts the states where we perform Casualty/Tort Subrogation Recovery Services, the results of our work in the 
past five years, and our continued increase in Medicaid recoveries for our clients. 
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Unlike most other TPL services, each state’s laws and plans dictate what can be recovered as well as the methods the 
Agency can apply to recover from the estate. HMS closely monitors and benchmarks the Estate Recovery laws and 
collections in each state, and we regularly present our clients with best practices from new legislation to methods of pursuing 
cases in or out of probate.  

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     Yes-Required  Attachment File Name:  Attachment DD- Reference 
Form (attached to this RFP) 

2 Electronic Storage- Describe in detail your process for electronically storing and retrieving all correspondence including but 
not limited to reports, letters, liens, case files, check copies, financial records and trust documents for all TPL programs for the 
duration of the contract. 

A2 Answer # 2 

Below, we describe in detail our process for electronically storing and retrieving correspondence including but not limited to 
reports, letters, liens, case files, check copies, financial records, and trust documents for the TPL programs for the duration of 
the contract. 
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Exhibit I-13 Storing and retrieving correspondence 
Letters generated for a case are easily accessible by clicking on the letter name 

 

 

Currently, HMS only maintains and retains paper documents as required.  For such projects, HMS has secure storage areas 
for retention and management of paper documents.  Our process is to keep files on-site for one year after closure.   

If DCH agrees to the formats, HMS will work with DCH on file parameters before transitioning the Casualty and Estate 
Recovery files and HIPP files into a paperless environment in the new contract. We stand ready to assist DCH should they 
pursue a 100% paperless environment.  All electronic and paper files will be available for seven years from case closure and 
with access provided in real time via secured HMS portals. 

AGENCY ACCESS TO PROJECT DOCUMENTATION 
All project-related correspondence—both original soft copies and scans of hard copies—will be made easily accessible to 
authorized DCH staff throughout the contract term via our specialized case management systems. For the Trust Recovery, 
Casualty Recovery, and Estate Recovery and Health Insurance Premium Payments (HIPP), and Children's Health Insurance 
Program Authorization Act (CHIPRA) scopes of work, HMS will store project-related correspondence in our Maestro and Pier 
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Additionally, HMS will submit a draft of the manual to the Agency within 60 calendar days (or a time frame as determined by 
the Agency) following the contract execution.  

As the Supplier of TPL Recovery services for Georgia Medicaid, HMS has created and submitted project procedure manuals 
that provide a detailed description of the work processes implemented and administered by HMS to fulfill contract 
requirements. Each manual has been approved by the State and has been updated as needed during the contract term.  

Current and documented procedure manuals are essential to confirming work processes according to contract requirements, 
program rules and regulations, and our client’s satisfaction. One of the main purposes of a procedure manual is to document 
policies, contractual requirements, and processes in one document. This valuable tool can then be used to guide our service 
delivery, train HMS Project team members and other specialists regarding our work within HMS and on behalf of the Agency, 
and aid in Quality Assurance (QA) audits.  

The procedure manual is based on program and contract requirements that are reviewed and confirmed with the Agency by 
our Project Management team. HMS’ Operations team oversees the development, maintenance, and submission of the 
procedure manual throughout the life of the contract. This team is responsible for confirming the review and updating policies 
and procedures as necessary based on statutory, regulatory, and policy updates. Our Quality team utilizes the procedure 
manual to conduct quality review findings and provide recommended system changes. In addition, the Quality team 
collaborates with our Operations team to assess training needs related to revised policies and procedures. We use these 
policies and procedures in training our staff and employ several checks and balances to ensure all administrative functions are 
performed uniformly and accurately throughout the term of the TPL services contract. 

In a new contract term, we will review the current procedure manuals to verify we meet, if not exceed, the requirements in 
RFP Attachment H, Requirements RECV1 and RECV27, including but not limited to the following:  

• Development and maintenance of a Recovery Program Procedures Manual, including a Casualty/Tort Procedures Manual, 
that outlines HMS’ recovery processing operations and procedures that will be provided to the Agency within 60 calendar 
days, or a time frame as determined by the Agency, following the contract execution.  

• Outline of our process to update the procedure manual after a change in procedure that will be completed and provided to 
the Agency for review and approval within 30 days, in accordance with the timeline to be established by the Agency.  

HMS TPL Recovery procedure manuals currently include, but are not limited to:  

• Applicable federal and state laws and regulations 

• Program-specific policies and procedures 
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• Agency approved program forms 

• Agency approved project letters 

• Work-in-process steps 

• Identification of decision points and responsibility, including written internal control procedures to be used during daily 
operations 

Throughout contract operations, we have worked with the Agency to help ensure that work processes and flows are accurate 
and comprehensively documented and that all updated program processes, letters and forms are submitted to the Agency for 
review and approval prior to team training and implementation.  

HMS will provide the Agency with the updated TPL Recovery Program Procedures 
Manual for its review and approval within 30 days (or a time frame as specified by the 
Agency) of any proposed update(s). HMS verifies that all Project team members have 
access to the most current, updated version of the Recovery Program Procedures 
Manual to be used to fulfill respective scopes of work. The current manuals are 
located on our server on a shared drive that employees can access and reference. 
Additionally, sections pertaining to specific work functions are printed and available for 
new hire and on-going training as well as regularly scheduled team review activities.  

The policies and procedures detailed in our manuals are essential learning tools. 
HMS expects our Project team members to understand and follow the documented 
requirements in their daily work activities. We use the manual on an on-going basis 
during team reviews, meetings, and in coaching opportunities to ensure that all staff 
adhere to policies and procedures. At HMS, the established policies and procedure manual is an integral part of our 
operations and training processes. 

HMS proposes the Table of Contents in Exhibit I-14 for the TPL Recovery Program Procedures Manual which will include an 
overview of our processing operations as well as recovery procedures. We also provide a sample section of our program 
manual. We confirm that a draft of this manual will be provided to the Agency within 60 calendar days following contract 
execution. As HMS has instituted for Georgia Medicaid today, in regard to all procedural manuals, any updates made to the 
TPL Recovery Program Procedures Manual will be provided to the Agency for its review within 30 days of performing the 
revision. Approved updates to the manual will be documented and version control will be utilized, along with effective date of 
any changes.  

The current TPL Recovery service 
scope of work implemented on 
behalf of Georgia Medicaid in 1996 
is directed by our client-approved 
procedure manuals. Regularly 
updated, the manuals are “living 
documents” that direct our Project 
team on how best to apply 
industry best practices and HMS’ 
specialized resources to fulfill all 
contract requirements.   
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From the execution of the contract, within 60 calendar days (or a time frame as specified by the Agency), HMS will develop 
and maintain a professionally written Agency-approved TPL Casualty/Tort Procedures Manual that reflects our processing 
operations and recovery procedures.  

HMS maintains a professionally written procedures manual for the Casualty/Tort Subrogation program. (Please see our 
current manual’s TOC in Exhibit I-15.) We have worked closely with Georgia Medicaid staff to develop and maintain current 
information in our existing Casualty/Tort Procedures Manual and will continue this practice with other Agencies. We have 
made the manual available to the Agency Medicaid program monitors as well. Whenever a change in process, staffing, or 
systems occurs, the Program Manager immediately drafts an amended section to the manual, which we submit to the Agency 
for review and approval.  

Confidential and Proprietary 
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MANUAL UPDATES 
The updating and amending of HMS procedure documentation is equally important as the initial development of the new 
procedures manual. Without up-to-date recovery procedure manuals, the Agency and HMS are at risk for inappropriately 
performing and complying with the operational requirements of the TPL Recovery Services contract. Throughout the life of 
the contract, our Project Account team will communicate to the Agency policy updates and revisions to ensure procedure 
manuals are appropriately updated. When we make changes to a particular manual, we will notify our staff and provide 
them with paper copies or electronic versions of the updated manual, and the team supervisor will provide detailed training 
on changes affecting the daily operations. In addition, our Quality Assurance (QA) department will monitor the effectiveness 
and accuracy of the procedural documentation through our quality assurance efforts, provide feedback during the training 
process, and collaborate with the team to identify potential procedural changes needed to help ensure program compliance.  

We will notify the Agency prior to implementing and/or publishing any change or providing training related to a change. 
When our team identifies the need for change, we will present the proposed change, along with the rationale to the Agency 
for their approval. We will use our status meetings with the Agency to openly discuss needed modifications and exchange 
ideas about the best way to accommodate any necessary changes and updates to our procedures manual. All changes 
requested by the Agency will be drafted for final review and approval within 30 days. Once approved, the update will be 
incorporated with the change date for version control and notification of the date the change goes into effect is provided to 
our TPL Recovery team.  

 

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

4 Casualty/Tort Subrogation- Describe in detail your process for managing and processing all subsequent cases and any open 
cases, including cases that are pending litigation and in place prior to the beginning of this contract as stated in Attachment 
H, Casualty/Tort Subrogation Section, Requirement RECV2 and RECV3. 

A4 Answer # 4 

The following responses to requirements RECV2 through RECV3 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

Under a new contract to perform Casualty/Tort recovery services, HMS proposes a full-service solution that more than meets 
the necessary components to fulfill the project requirements. Through our current work across multiple states, we have 
developed a thorough case management process from the development of referrals to the follow-up and recovery on those 
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 Complete the gap analysis between the new and old contract terms and requirements 
 Establish the Project Plan to address each gap 
 Weekly status and progress reports on closing the gaps 
 Confirm closure of gaps and compliance with new contract terms and requirements 
 Implementation completed / Go Live 

NEW CASUALTY SUPPLIER IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
When starting as a new Casualty supplier, we rely on our expertise and proven Implementation Plan to ensure a smooth 
transition and pursuit of recovery on the go live date. Our Implementation Plan includes several additional and more complex 
steps associated with taking over the existing leads and cases, as well as outreach to the legal community to inform them that 
HMS is the Agency’s new supplier. An outline of these key steps is provided below: 

 Take-over of existing cases from the outgoing supplier 
a) Develop a detailed understanding of the outgoing supplier’s case-management output and data structure 
b) Develop a data mapping plan to extract case data from the outgoing supplier’s case-management system and then 

import that data into HMS’ case-management system 
c) Develop a file transfer plan to move and link any images, correspondence, etc. to HMS’ case-management system 
d) Determine the volume of historical case data to transfer 
e) Initiate and complete the process of transferring data and files of open and closed cases from the outgoing supplier to 

HMS 
 Outreach and communication to the legal community 

a) Develop an open case listing by attorney, then communicate with each attorney that the Agency has a new Casualty 
supplier and provide the new contact information for the existing cases and any new cases 

b) Develop an outreach plan for the state legal community 
i. Present at Bar meetings and publish updates in Bar newsletters 
ii. Communication, such as letters and brochures, to available listings of casualty and personal injury attorneys 

throughout the State 
c) Update the Agency’s website with HMS’ contact information 
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d) Develop mail, fax and telephone forwarding with the outgoing Casualty supplier 
iii. Any attorney continuing to send information to the outgoing supplier will receive additional outreach to inform them 

of the new supplier. This process will continue until the outgoing supplier no longer receives case information, or 
until their run-out period with the Agency ends. 

 Development of the Case Setup and Management Business Rules, Processes, and Procedures 
a) Thorough review of the contract terms and requirements 
b) Programming of the business rules, workflow and timelines into the HMS case management system 
c) Programming of the outgoing correspondence into the HMS case management system 
d) Ensure that the open cases received from the outgoing supplier are inserted into the correct phases of the workflow to 

manage the case correctly to completion 
e) Ensure that new cases are entering the correct phase of the workflow to manage the case correctly to completion 
f) Develop the necessary reporting to monitor the process and ensure that all requirements are being met 

 Weekly status and progress reports 
 Confirm compliance with contract terms and requirements 
 Implementation complete / Go Live 

During implementation, HMS will work closely with the Agency to ensure that our end-to-end process for managing and 
processing cases meets the Agency’s needs and requirements. Based on our years of experience, we will use our 
comprehensive Implementation Plan as the road map to direct work and confirm the completion of tasks by the go live date. 
Our Implementation Plan includes taking responsibility for existing leads and cases, development of data file exchanges, data 
formatting, and establishing electronic portals to transmit data and process test files. HMS draws on its TPL experts to 
complete their assigned tasks as scheduled. With the input from the Agency, our Project Work Plan identifies the responsible 
role and the planned completion date for each task. During the Implementation phase, we will lead weekly and monthly status 
meetings with the Agency to report progress, address any issues, and discuss next steps in the process. While task 
dependencies exist, our plan allows us to reallocate resources and stay on track should an issue arise. Exhibit I-16 shows an 
excerpt from our detailed Implementation Plan document.  
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STEP 1: IDENTIFY LEADS 
HMS identifies potential casualty leads through a variety of methods, including our TPL data match processes, referrals from 
attorneys, providers, insurance companies, and members and acute and long-term care contractors. We also identify leads 
through targeted claim analysis to identify where an accident may have occurred. HMS conducts outreach to the Medicaid 
member with a questionnaire or telephone call to gather accident-related information. Through a combination of these 
identification tools, HMS opened over 243,000 cases in 2019 across all our clients. 
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CONDUCT CLAIM ANALYSIS 
HMS data mining application identifies potential cases via proprietary, customizable electronic algorithms, and search 
engine/query driven audits. By integrating various data sources, we can run 100% of the potential accident-related claims 
through the HMS detection process, as well as determine if a third party liability scenario exists and the likelihood of a 
recovery.  

Proprietary scoring models and predictive analysis identify combinations of diagnosis and procedure codes that have the 
highest likelihood to be “accident” related and have the greatest probability of recovery. HMS utilizes ICD-9/10 code analysis 
along with indicator codes to identify potential third party liability scenarios. We include claim dollar thresholds, demographic 
information, and analysis derived from our many years of subrogation services. This information creates an episode of care 
that is further analyzed to determine the next appropriate action. 

Furthermore, HMS’ comprehensive approach leverages partners and external data sources to maximize identification and 
recovery not only for accidents caused by a third party or entity, but also for injuries or illness caused by a defective device or 
dangerous drugs and toxic exposures. 

HMS reviews the analytics used in our detection logic annually to optimize discovery of potential third party liability and 
minimize member abrasion. We leverage internal expertise and data science techniques when reviewing recovery data. 
During our analysis, we examine numerous factors utilized in our process as well as successful case claim analysis and 
response rates. HMS can also make changes to our analysis throughout the year to capture opportunities, address member 
responses, or adapt to special circumstances. HMS can schedule questionnaires on a weekly basis or as otherwise 
designated by the Agency.  

To maximize identifications and subsequent savings, HMS’ methodology combines telephone calls with questionnaires, as 
well as searches of federal and state court records at critical points in the investigative process. In addition, HMS works with 
the Agency regarding the feasibility of leveraging property and casualty databases during the investigative stage of this 
process. An emphasis on outreach by telephone, which means not relying on letters and databases alone, helps to make the 
most of potential cases. HMS’ system automatically schedules next- step, ensuring timely follow-ups in the event a response 
is not received. Cases are automatically assigned to investigative specialists by client, priority level, time zone, balance, next 
work date, workload, and many other customized fields to ensure accounts are being worked timely and effectively.  

If a case is determined to be the liability of a third party through the data mining process and verified by the investigative team, 
this moves to an open case.  
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PERFORM DATA MATCHES 
HMS uses proven methods to identify potential new casualty-related cases for recovery, including data matches using claims 
and eligibility data with Workers’ Compensation (WC) and/or Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV). Our data-match system 
uses standard match criteria (e.g., name, date of birth (DOB), and Social Security number (SSN), claims data) for our data 
matches with WC and/or DMV files when provided by the Agency. These unique member identifiers are critical to maximizing 
the match results. We also apply our unique algorithmic formulas that process data and identify transposed numbers, letters, 
and other data permutations that other match systems reject but, with subsequent scrutiny, we can verify as leads based on 
diagnosis and procedure codes. Once identified, we verify Casualty Recovery opportunities by determining whether a liable 
third party exists through accident questionnaires mailed to Medicaid members and outreach telephone calls. After confirming 
that a liable third party exists, our dedicated Casualty Recovery team pursues recovery by creating a new casualty case in our 
case-management system Maestro and sending a Subrogation Notice to the member’s attorney and/or liable party’s insurance 
company, putting them on notice of the Agency’s right of recovery and Medicaid claim. 

TRAUMA CODE QUESTIONNAIRES  
Finally, our Casualty Recovery team tracks trauma questionnaires and responses received to ensure the steps are taken to 
identify recovery opportunities and avoid abrasion. HMS uses insurance policy and claim information from ISO ClaimSearch™ 
to hone the lead investigation process. ISO ClaimSearch is a database of property/casualty claims with matching logic that 
aids in Third Party Liability detection. The use of the ISO database helps shorten cycle time and eliminates workflow 
inefficiencies with the quick return of information. ISO ClaimSearch provides information on multiple policies on the same 
vehicle, adverse carrier, and location of accident.  

Our methodology allows our team to interject ISO technology at any point in our investigative process. Using system 
workflows and triggers, automation is leveraged to submit daily ISO searches and receive results the next day. This versatility 
within our treatment logic provides more efficiencies and allows our team to work identified subrogation opportunities. Ad hoc 
searches can be handled manually if information is needed immediately. Furthermore, our treatment logic can be manipulated 
to meet the agency’s needs. We will work with the agency to determine how to leverage it for a specific project.  

At a high level, the typical process starts off the same: 

 Initial outreach to the member  

 If no response within 30 days, second outreach is made  
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 If no response after another 30 days, we utilize an IVR system (non-wireless telephone numbers) to call the member and 
direct connect with a customer service representative. If there is a wireless number, that file is given to a customer service 
representative to make an outgoing call. 

 If we still do not have a response at this point, next steps include:  
 Close 
 Search for a better telephone number 
 Send a third follow-up letter 
 ISO search 

HMS is utilizing this ISO technology for our clients in connection with third party recovery services and is excited to explore 
this enhancement to our matching process with the Agency in the new contract term.  

Good leads are forwarded so a case can be opened and recovery pursued. Based on the claim analysis process and data 
matches detailed above, we send questionnaires to obtain detailed information of the injury sustained, the nature of the 
accident, and attorney and insurance information. An example of the questionnaire can be found in Exhibit I-18. In addition, 
the trauma code questionnaire (TCQ) educates members or their personal representative about the State’s right to recovery 
for medical services provided a liable first or third party exists. By reviewing the returned questionnaire responses, our team 
determines the validity of a new Casualty case for the recovery of paid claims that are the legal responsibility of another party. 
In the new contract term, we will enhance our trauma code process with follow-up telephone calls as needed. To date, we 
have mailed more than 13.4 million trauma code questionnaires to our clients’ Medicaid members.  
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OTHER DATA-MATCH SOURCES 
HMS continues to innovate and perform outreach to other potential sources of information to identify viable Casualty case 
leads.  

 Casualty Carrier Data Files, including Medical Malpractice and Wrongful Death. We will explore the viability of 
obtaining files from Casualty carriers who conduct business in the State. We will match these files to the Agency’s Medicaid 
eligibility files to identify Medicaid members who have filed claims with Casualty carriers including medical malpractice and 
wrongful death claims. Leveraging state laws and budgetary goals, HMS conducts data matches with Casualty insurance 
carriers to identify claims or lawsuits filed by the Medicaid member with the carrier. We utilize state law requiring Casualty 
insurance carriers match with the Agency or their designated supplier to establish data use agreements (DUAs), establish 
monthly carrier data files, and perform matches to create new Casualty/Subrogation cases. 

 County/State court files. We will work with the Agency’s court systems to obtain demographic data for individuals who 
filed lawsuits. We will match the Medicaid eligibility file to the court data to identify members who filed civil personal injury 
lawsuits and conduct outreach to notify those members and their legal representatives of the Agency’s Casualty right of 
recovery. 

MASS TORT LEADS 
We also cultivate Mass Tort leads to recover from global settlements. We have developed strategic relationships with the Lien 
Resolution Groups (LRGs) as the LRGs specialize in determining the obligations that each party bears in notifying and paying 
healthcare insurers. In Mass Tort and individual personal injury cases, lien resolution services help protect each party’s 
interests while negotiating healthcare liens in personal injury settlements and help eliminate unnecessary delays.  

Because of the important function LRGs perform, HMS has a dedicated Mass Tort team that works closely with these 
companies to resolve Mass Tort claims nationally. HMS is the Mass Tort Recovery Supplier for 17 Medicaid clients, and the 
centralization of Mass Tort activity allows the LRGs to contact one HMS entity to resolve the Medicaid claims for numerous 
states. The dedicated Mass Tort team then works with the LRGs to determine the lien amount by reviewing claims while the 
LRG negotiates with the defendant. Our Mass Tort team reviews Qualified Protected Orders (QPOs) and Medical 
Authorization Releases to ensure compliance with HIPAA regulations. The LRGs also provide the proposed holdbacks or 
offsets for agency approval. After obtaining approval or the agency’s counter-offer, our Mass Tort team communicates that 
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information to the LRG. HMS does not rely solely on the recommendations and information from the LRGs but does cultivate a 
strong relationship to facilitate the flow of information and settlement of cases. 

PROCESS INCOMING REFERRALS  
Referrals are another proven method to identify potential new Casualty-related cases for recovery. We consider it a best 
practice to implement periodic outreach efforts to attorneys and insurance companies, as discussed below, to maximize the 
timely identification of Casualty Recovery cases.  

By developing relationships with the legal and insurance industry community, we can receive leads and open cases quickly. 
Referrals can be received via facsimile, email, or by telephone. Our established relationships with national care managed 
organizations (CMO) means we can also provide CMO referrals and receive referrals from the CMOs. Exhibit I-19 provides 
the extensive referral network of sources that we use to increase Casualty referrals and maximize recoveries for our Casualty 
clients   

We actively work to establish and strengthen relationships with Medicaid Casualty lead sources by conducting webinars and 
presenting at professional association meetings. We have established long-term relationships with carriers, adjusters, 
attorneys, and subrogation professionals. Through periodic outreach programs, we solicit lead information from our valued 
colleagues. The HMS state webpages also contain detailed information about our Casualty programs (Exhibit I-20 in the 
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Referrals from State Casualty Recovery Website topic later in this section). In addition to program information, such as legal 
authority and contact information, stakeholders can download the 
necessary forms to submit information to HMS about new or 
existing cases. 

REFERRALS FROM THE STATE 
HMS regularly receives referrals from our clients for case leads. 
After receiving a referral from the Agency or other State agency, 
we verify whether the named parties were Medicaid eligible on or 
after the date of the incident. Once eligibility is confirmed and any 
threshold claim requirements are met, a case is opened in 
Maestro and moves to the next step in the recovery process. HMS 
has a web portal that we can make available to our state clients 
for the electronic submission of referrals to assist in streamlining 
the referral process.    

REFERRALS FROM ATTORNEYS 
HMS maintains a national database of licensed attorneys and 
uses a variety of methods to remind attorneys of their obligation to 
notify the Agency if they represent a Medicaid member in a 
casualty case and to encourage their continued participation in 
providing case referrals. For example, HMS letters used for many 
of our contracts contain language that identifies the Agency’s right of recovery and members assignment of recovery right at 
the time of application for Medicaid benefits. HMS letters also provide instruction on notifying the Agency prior to settlement 
and disbursement of funds to verify the Agency’s claim is protected. In 2019 alone,  

 

HMS Casualty clients are offered the use of our innovative Subrogation On-Line Attorney Referral Information Services web 
portal, also known as Solaris Plus®. Solaris Plus streamlines tasks and empowers attorneys to create, manage, and settle 
cases without manual intervention or delays.  

 
 Solaris Plus is an example of our 
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REFERRALS FROM STATE CASUALTY RECOVERY WEBSITE  
As a best practice, we develop and implement a state-specific Casualty Recovery website. The website includes an overview 
of Casualty Subrogation Recovery with a link to applicable state recovery statutes. We also provide our contact information 
and access to commonly used forms such as a HIPAA-compliant medical authorization that can be downloaded. We provide a 
screenshot of a Casualty Recovery website we developed for another client in Exhibit I-20. 

In addition to accessing project-specific information and resources, users can directly enter referral information electronically, 
at their convenience.  
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In the exhibit above, clicking the link to the Subrogation Recovery Information Form opens a blank referral form for the user to 
complete, as shown in Exhibit I-21. 
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Once the attorney or insurance adjuster completes the form and includes a HIPAA-compliant medical authorization, the 
information is submitted electronically. In addition to the electronic submission of referrals, during the new contract term, HMS 
will meet with the Agency and propose updates and enhancements to the website, such as a link to register for Solaris Plus. 

STEP 2: OPEN CASES 
HMS opens a case when the following criteria have been met. 

 A member has been injured (auto accident, product liability, Mass Tort, Workers’ Compensation, premises liability, etc.).

 Third party liability has been established for treatment received by the member and paid for by the Agency.

 Treatment paid for by Medicaid meets the Agency’s cost-effective threshold; for Georgia we apply a $250 claim threshold.

After vetting that a lead meets specific dollar thresholds and other legal requirements, a Casualty Recovery team member 
opens a Casualty case in our Maestro case-management system. The Agency’s eligibility data is loaded to Maestro that 
allows our team to search the member’s demographic information to create the new case. 

To preserve the Agency’s right of recovery, a Subrogation Letter is sent to the member’s attorney and insurance company, if 
known at the time, and the case is opened. As reflected in the example of our Subrogation Letter, Exhibit I-22, we include bar 
coding technology to automatically track responses and upload the document to the corresponding case in Maestro. When the 
response is uploaded to the case and linked to a corresponding case note updating the case. The case note entered then 
triggers the Maestro tickler system so the caseworker is prompted to review the response. 
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HMS attempts to obtain and validate the information listed in Exhibit I-23 for Casualty cases, whether a legal representative is 
involved in the member’s case. If the Medicaid member has an attorney, we work with that attorney to provide claim/lien 
information and obtain payment.  

When we work directly with the member’s attorney, we request insurance company information, including the name and claim 
and/or policy number, to track in our system and to notify the insurance company of the Agency’s subrogation rights. If an 
insurance company settles a liability claim before it receives notice (actual or constructive) of the subrogation right, the 
insurance company might not be considered liable for the Medicaid program payments. Therefore, we notify insurance 
companies quickly to avoid any “quick settlements.”  

We also work with attorneys, insurance companies, and Medicaid members to verify they have submitted a valid request and 
HIPAA-compliant authorization for the release of medical or claims records. During the case creation and verification process, 
a Casualty Recovery team member reviews requests and medical authorizations and updates Maestro if the documentation is 
valid, invalid, or not submitted with the request. If a team member receives an invalid authorization or no authorization, a 
request for a valid medical authorization to release detail claim information is sent. 
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individual claims, send a claim statement to the attorney or insurance company, and file a lien or claim in a court case if 
required. 

 Related Claim – This automatic feature in Maestro identifies claims commonly associated with the diagnosed injury.  

The calculated claim amount includes the Medicaid payments for services related to the injuries from the date of injury to the 
present date and the date of last treatment or case settlement. We provide clear documentation of our case valuation work 
that is readily available for our Case Recovery team caseworkers and attorneys to review in the event of an attorney inquiry or 
court challenge. Maestro’s ability to capture and house this information creates efficiency and avoids the need for duplicate 
research after calculation of the claim amount. 

Our medical claims valuation specialists review the claims loaded to the case in Maestro. Our specialists select claims that are 
accident-related based on analyzing relevant case information, including: 

 Detailed claims information, including diagnosis and procedure codes 

 Completed case accident and member injuries information 

 Medical Records and detailed case history notes 

 Police Accident Report, if available 

 Other documentation provided by the member’s attorney 

Our specialist requests the selected claims from MES. The claims are available for download the next day. Our specialist 
downloads the claims detail log and enters a case note indicating the claims log has been received and uploads a copy of the 
log to the case note. When a HIPAA-compliant medical authorization has been submitted, the claims log (Exhibit I-24) is sent 
to the attorney with the Statement of Aid Paid (SOAP) Letter.   
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RELATING CLAIMS IN MAESTRO 
Our medical claims valuation specialists evaluate the related claims and accumulate the medical expenses to the incident in 
question. These specialists use the most up-to-date ICD codes to evaluate the related claims by diagnosis code and medical 
history and then accumulate the expenses related to the member’s accident. Each of our medical claims valuation specialists 
and caseworkers specializes in Medicaid subrogation and receives additional in-depth training in the usage of ICD-9 and ICD-
10 codes, automobile liability and first-party coverage, utilization of pharmaceutical reference manuals, as well as Agency-
specific statutes, rules, regulations, and case law. We maintain current copies of reference materials and provide other 
available resources, including diagnosis codes, and supplement the knowledgebase of our medical claims valuation 
specialists by requiring attendance at continuing training classes. 

In our valuation approach, medical claims valuation specialists calculate the claim amount, considering the following 
questions: 

 Were similar services provided prior to the incident, indicating a previously existing condition? 

 Were follow-up services, such as physical therapy or certain drugs rendered? These services can be provided months or 
even years after the initial date of injury. 

 If the individual became Medicaid eligible as a result of the accident, are the claims therefore considered “accident-related” 
or only those specifically attributable to treatment of the injury? 

HMS medical claims valuation specialists select claims related to the incident and Maestro enables the specialist to 
search/filter claims by various criteria, including:  

 Diagnosis code 

 Procedure code 

 Provider identification 

 Provider name 

 Service date 

 Claim type 
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This information is crucial to evaluating the claim appropriately and provides talking points as discussions arise with attorneys 
and liability carrier adjusters when related claims depend on preexisting injuries or related accidents. This process also 
protects the integrity of Medicaid’s claim/lien. Should the attorney tell HMS there are preexisting conditions or treatment, we 
will review claims 30 days prior to the date of injury. Some of our projects require that we utilize the client’s MES system to 
obtain claims. For these projects, we customize our procedures to accomplish timely valuation. Currently, we have established 
processes in place for Georgia Medicaid designed for retrieving claims from the MES and uploading into the case file.  

VALUATION PROCESS 
The team will relate claims or remove unrelated claims based on the diagnosis codes and the service dates in conjunction with 
the date of the accident and injuries resulting from the accident. Once the claim amount is established, the valuation specialist 
updates the current claim/lien amount in the Maestro case. After totaling the incident-related claims and updating the claim 
amount in the case, an initial SOAP Letter is generated in Maestro and provided to the member, member’s attorney, or 
insurance carrier, as applicable. Upon request of an updated lien/claim amount, we will review any new claims to ensure that 
the valuation of the Agency’s claim remains accurate and send an updated SOAP Letter. Exhibit I-25 provides an example of 
the detail provided in Maestro. 
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The revaluation of the claim after the initial SOAP Letter is sent can be customized to meet project specific requirements. For 
example, we currently revalue the claim, request claims, and send an updated SOAP Letter within 90 days from the initial 
SOAP Letter for Georgia Medicaid’s project.  

After obtaining the paid claim data, we review the claims in conjunction with the case documentation to assess the casualty 
incident and the exact nature and extent of the related injuries, including the following procedures:  
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 Select claims related to the accident/incident. Using Maestro, we upload claims data from the consolidated Agency paid 
claims file to attach to member cases. Our Casualty Recovery Valuation team then reviews and selects claims that relate to 
the incident. 

 Total all claims related to the accident/incident. After we select the related claims, we generate a SOAP Update Letter 
(Exhibit I-26) along with a detailed claim statement showing the provider, service dates, diagnosis, procedures, charge 
amount, and paid amount for all related claims. The letter is sent to the liable party with a claims itemization if required. 
Note: A valid medical authorization must be on file prior to providing the detailed claim statement. 

 Revalue case. After the initial case valuation and SOAP Letter is sent, we revalue the case as requested by the member’s 
attorney or insurance company to provide the updated or final claim amount.  
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Throughout the Casualty Recovery process, HMS’ objective is to increase Casualty and Mass Tort recoveries for the Agency. 
HMS has implemented the innovative capabilities of a software application for some of its Casualty Recovery clients. Powered 
by robotic process automation, this process involves performance of repetitive tasks without direct human intervention at the 
same level of accuracy and consistency as our caseworkers. This process fast-tracks the settlement of the case by providing 
updated claims amounts to the attorney and/or insurance company throughout the life of the case, eliminating the time frame 
from request for a claim amount to SOAP Letter. It also frees up our resources to focus on more complex actions for the 
Agency that lead to identifying more cases and increasing recoveries. This enhanced functionality is available to Agencies that 
have an interface with MES that delivers data files of related paid claims for upload into our system. 

SEND CLAIM/LIEN 
Once we have opened a case and identified the claims for services related to the incident, the team sends the Agency-
approved claim/lien letter to the attorneys and liable insurance company if this is known. Prior to sending the letter, we confirm 
that there is a valid HIPAA-compliant medical authorization and release. If there is a valid medical authorization and release, 
the caseworker sends the claim/lien letter with the claim details attached to the attorney. In the event the case meets the 
criteria requiring that a lien be filed in addition to a claim/lien letter, HMS prepares the pre-approved lien form and files it in 
accordance with applicable laws and any project specific requirements. When HMS receives notice that a case has settled 
and a request for a final lien amount and/or compromise, our team reviews the case and any new claims so that the full lien 
amount is recovered. As appropriate, an updated lien/claim will be generated and sent. Since HMS customizes its processes 
to meet project specific requirements, we can send a final claim/lien or an updated claim/lien pursuant to the Agency’s 
directive.  

As discussed below, we file liens when the case meets the criteria for a lien to be filed. In the event the lien amount increases 
after revaluing, the lien is amended according to the criteria listed below. The caseworker confirms dates of treatment and 
injuries prior to sending the final amount to the requestor. 

If a member, member’s attorney, or insurance company questions our claim amount or asserts that one or more claims 
comprising our lien do not relate to the injuries resulting from the incident, the caseworker reviews the case and claims at 
issue. Any errors identified in our calculation are corrected, the claims in the case are updated, and a revised claim/lien letter 
is provided, as appropriate. Following review of the disputed claims, where the caseworker does not agree with the challenge, 
we will request an independent medical evaluation, medical records, or notes from the member’s doctor to substantiate that 
the disputed claims are not related. After receipt and confirmation that the documentation meets the criteria for establishing 
that the claim is unrelated, the caseworker adjusts the related claims and sends a revised claim/lien letter to the member or 
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member’s legal representative or insurance company for the new lien amount. In the event the documentation submitted be 
inconclusive, the caseworker sends a SOAP re-asserting the full claim/lien amount due to the Agency. If we must request 
claims from the Agency, we have the flexibility to tailor our procedures to incorporate those processes. For example, the below 
procedure for handling valid claim disputes was implemented for Georgia Medicaid:  

 Review claim disputes for accuracy and document them in Maestro  

 Create an Action Request Form, which includes date, member’s name, case number, ICN, and paid amount 

 Forward the Action Request Form via emails to the Agency for removal  

 Client sends email once claims are removed 

 Update the case with the new Fee-For-Service (FFS) amount  

 Send an updated SOAP Letter to the attorney or insurance company 

STEP 4: MANAGE CASES 
As part of our case-management process, HMS continuously evaluates, monitors, and tracks cases for issues that may affect 
the recoverability of the Medicaid claim, including correspondence to and from members, member’s attorneys and liable third 
parties, telephone contacts, court filings, case deadlines, changes in case value, as well as other case-related activities. Our 
Casualty Recovery team efficiently validates compliance with case deadlines and statutes of limitations. We will work with 
Agency personnel to confirm Agency expectations meets contract requirements related to recoverability issues.  

Throughout the Casualty Recovery process, we receive and respond to inquiries regarding open cases coming from 
members, attorneys, insurance companies, providers, and other interested parties. After receipt of authorization regarding 
disclosure, HMS promptly responds to telephone calls, written requests, email messages, and faxes from the interested 
parties related to casualty recoveries. We date-stamp correspondence and review it efficiently.  

Our team actively solicits information regarding the status of the case and whether there is or will be any judicial intervention. 
We request plaintiff’s and defendant’s counsel to provide notice of litigation and promptly notify the Agency when a suit has 
been filed and/or a hearing date set. Although HMS is not our client’s agent for service of process, should service on HMS on 
behalf of the Agency be attempted, HMS will accept a courtesy copy and immediately forward it to the contact(s) designated 
by the Agency. This provides the Agency adequate time in which to determine if an appearance is necessary to address case 
specific issues, protect the Agency’s right of recovery, ensure accurate interpretation and/or application of statutes, rules, or 
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MONITORING CASUALTY CASES 
We designed Maestro’s workflow system to automatically alert caseworkers to follow up on cases based on previously entered 
case events or completed assignments so that the performance of tasks occurs in a timely manner. Workflows are predefined 
and we can configure them for specific projects. Maestro tracks the time frames associated with each case and automatically 
alerts caseworkers through a reminder (i.e., tickler) when a case needs specific follow-up.  

When HMS caseworkers log in to the system, on their Task screens, they can view the work/tasks they need to complete on 
cases based on the case status, case stage, and previous work or events associated with the cases. For example, when a 
caseworker generates and faxes an Interim SOAP, the system automatically logs an INTERIM STATEMENT OF AID PAID SENT 
TO ATTY/INS event with the following information: date the letter was created, if the letter was mailed, faxed, or emailed, and 
the name of the caseworker creating the letter. Maestro includes a feature that tracks the submission of documents for faxing 
and confirms when the fax was successfully sent. After several attempts to fax the document have failed, the failed fax 
information is pulled into a report so a caseworker can go into the case and either update the fax number or send the 
document for printing and mailing or via secure email. An event item is automatically added to that case with a follow-up 
reminder message of the next task due and a task due date. Maestro continues to display tasks due in messages to the 
caseworker until we receive payment and/or close the case.  

As tasks are completed, the case moves through various recovery phases. Our caseworkers monitor their cases by viewing 
completed tasks or tasks needing completion. Caseworkers can also monitor their cases by viewing their caseload in stages—
obtaining a “big picture” view of their assigned cases and the status of their caseloads relative to the full life cycle. Every open 
case has at least one associated upcoming task until we close the case. This means that we monitor, work, review, or 
escalate each case to ensure appropriate and timely case-management and follow-up. 

 Case Status Follow-Up. We perform follow-up on open cases with the member’s attorney or liable party to determine the 
status of the case litigation, settlement, or payment.  

 Revaluing Cases. Revaluation is needed at different stages of the case as it moves to recovery. If unprocessed claims 
have accumulated since the case was last valued, the caseworker relates or unrelates each claim, as appropriate, and then 
sends the system-generated Interim SOAP Letter with the updated lien amount. 
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CASE STATUS UPDATES 
If requested, HMS will provide the Agency with accurate, current, and detailed case updates for ongoing and referred cases. 
Authorized Agency staff can access Case Status Reports on demand through the Maestro system, obtaining useful 
information whenever needed. HMS can provide additional customized or ad hoc reporting to update the Agency on a regular 
basis about the casualty cases in our system. These updates may include justification of action or non-action by HMS, 
including our factual and legal reasoning for actions or non-actions. We will work with the Agency to identify and develop 
reports that are responsive to its needs. 

Our Maestro case-management system electronically maintains case data so that users can access information as needed. 
Regardless of where the case stands in the recovery process, HMS continually maintains case status (i.e., incorporates 
updates) until the case is closed. This includes maintaining current valuations and case documentation received by HMS, 
even after we refer a case to the Agency. 

Maestro enables the caseworker to enter a reason for case-management decisions. These detailed notes enable HMS and 
authorized Agency staff to understand why each step of the recovery process progressed as it did once a case closed. The 
notes include a description of our action or non-action—both what the decision was and why we made it. The detailed notes 
include descriptions of factual reasoning and legal reasoning, if applicable.  

When referring cases to the Agency, HMS makes a recommendation to the Agency based on a consideration of numerous 
factors, including, but not limited to: 

 The amount of the settlement and case value 

 The number of fees and recoverable costs, total medical liens claimed, and severity of the injuries 

 Whether the settlement will fund a Special Needs Trust 

 Other factors that the HMS team deems relevant in assisting the Agency’s determination 

HMS CASUALTY SPECIALISTS AVAILABLE TO THE AGENCY 
On the Agency’s behalf, HMS will leverage our comprehensive subrogation service experience, including our participation in 
court cases and cases that meet the Agency-specified criteria. The HMS Project Management team will continue to be 
available to answer the Agency’s questions and respond to Casualty project-related issues. Our Project Manager or designee 
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will coordinate the availability of other Project team members or other agents for the Agency. Should the Agency request 
them, additional team members will be available to provide information regarding:  

 Clarification of amount of benefits provided. HMS will continue to maintain case information in our case-management 
system and provide updated case valuations as needed or when requested. 

 Information needed for the preparation of pleadings, affidavits, or other court documents. We will provide requested 
data and documentation associated with a case to support the Agency’s effort. Maestro contains a secure electronic case 
file, so we will be able to provide the Agency with the necessary information to pursue the case. 

 Other support as needed. HMS will work with the Agency to support the Agency needs for cases referred to the State. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE RESOURCES FOR MANAGING CASES 
HMS maintains and operates a dedicated toll-free telephone number for our Casualty programs, including the Georgia 
Casualty Recovery program. Our Customer Services Representatives (CSRs) are available to accept calls between the hours 
of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. in the Agency’s time zone, Monday through Friday, excluding State holidays. Using the reporting 
capabilities of our telephone system, we review call volume and staffing to meet and exceed our contractual commitments.  

We have also implemented interactive voice response (IVR) functionality that allows the caller to select the option to submit 
his/her request through the telephone system and log the request directly in Maestro. If the caller selects the IVR option, the 
option will ask them to verify the case number and social security number of the member before allowing them to move on. 
Once the correct case number and SSN are entered, the caller can choose to request an interim lien amount or final lien 
amount, a compromise, or medical records, if applicable. The telephone system will update Maestro with an event based on 
the option chosen by the caller. A message will play to the caller indicating the number of days that will pass before they 
receive their requested information. The caller is also provided the option to speak to one of our Casualty Recovery team 
CSRs.  

Additional features of HMS’ Customer Services include the following: 

 Supervisory team access to calls. Our Supervisory team has access to live and recorded calls and can retrieve calls to 
the toll-free telephone number within 48 hours. We also can retrieve recorded calls to a caseworker’s direct-dial telephone 
number. This capability assists with our QA and continued training of our CSRs. 

 Translation service. HMS employs several bilingual caseworkers who understand and speak English and Spanish. We 
also maintain a subscription with an interpretation service that offers translators for more than 150 languages, thus ensuring 
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that we can address each caller’s questions or concerns, providing further evidence of our commitment to excellent 
customer service. 

STEP 5: SETTLE CASES 
Throughout the Casualty Recovery process, HMS’ objective is to increase recoveries through case identifications and 
collections. As the payer of last resort, Medicaid seeks to recover 100% of claims paid in which a third party is liable. However, 
when a member or the member’s legal representative is resistant to reimburse the State for the full amount of the subrogation 
claim, the attorney can submit a compromise (reduction) request for consideration by the Agency. The request for compromise 
must be submitted in writing and contain information about why the reduction is being sought in addition to supporting 
documentation, if relevant (outstanding medical bills, disability, permanent disability, etc.).  

HMS’ national expertise and Subrogation Attorneys’ knowledge of state statutes, rules, and case law is leveraged to ensure 
that only merited requests are forwarded to the Agency for review and consideration. In addition, we work closely with the 
Agency so that HMS complies with Agency expectations and needs throughout this process. Through the 24 years that we 
have partnered with clients, we have gained the experience needed to evaluate requests and identify missing information as 
well as perform case analysis. This allows us to ensure that the request contains the needed information to properly analyze 
the request and make a well-informed determination. HMS is familiar with the Agency’s position regarding cases in which the 
ruling in Arkansas Department of Human Services v. Ahlborn, 547 U.S. 268 (2006) (“Ahlborn”) is asserted. We know that the 
states are not bound by the calculation used in the Ahlborn case. When an attorney cites the Ahlborn calculation as a reason 
for the Agency to compromise its claim amount, we message the Agency’s position on Ahlborn to the attorney in an effort to 
avoid passing on unnecessary compromise requests to the Agency. Although HMS seeks to recover the Agency’s full lien 
amount, should the facts of the case warrant a compromise and meets the Agency’s parameters for a compromise within the 
authority granted to HMS, we seek to resolve the case within the compromise authority granted. If we are unable to resolve 
the case within the compromise authority granted, the case is escalated to the Agency for review and determination.  

HMS forwards the compromise request and documentation to the Agency along with a written memo that provides the 
summary background on the case, the reason for the request, and a recommendation including factual and legal reasoning 
supporting our recommendation. Compromise requests sent to the Agency also include the requisite documentation related to 
the compromise. The Agency reviews the information presented to decide on whether the request for compromise will be 
accepted, denied, or countered. Only the Agency has the authority to compromise the Agency’s claim. The Agency will 
communicate their decision to HMS, and HMS is responsible for communicating this decision to the requestor. Compromise 
requests are processed as high priority and in compliance with the applicable time frames.  
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Given HMS’ state and national expertise in casualty subrogation recovery, we will coordinate with the agency to establish 
parameters for the settlement authority granted to HMS. We will validate that the granted settlement authority complies with 
applicable statutes and project rules and meets our clients’ needs and expectations.  

NEGOTIATION OF SETTLEMENTS 
After receiving notification that a case has settled, HMS conducts a final valuation of the case to present the liable third party 
with a final claim amount. Additional amounts paid by the Agency may be sought from settlement proceeds the member 
received.  

HMS requires settlement requests to be in writing and to include the following information:  

 Disclosure of the settlement amount 

 Attorney’s contracted fee (a copy of the actual contract may be requested if the fee is higher than an Agency approved 
range) 

 Amount of attorney’s out-of-pocket case expenses (itemized expenses may be requested if the amount is more than 
amount approved by the Agency)  

 List of outstanding medical bills that will be paid from the settlement and that have not been submitted to Medicaid for 
adjudication (as verified with the providers of service) 

 An offer to satisfy the Agency’s lien 

Our caseworker enters this information into Maestro in the case History Notes. Since compromises are very case-specific, 
additional information may be requested regarding contributory negligence / comparative fault, policy limits, Life Care Plan, 
resulting disability or limited activities of daily living, disfigurement, Special Needs Trust or structured settlement, other claims 
asserted, and other claimants. HMS responds to notification of case settlement by generating a settlement letter. The 
settlement letter provides the attorney with the final amount due to the Agency. In cases where the Agency’s lien exceeds the 
settlement amount, the Agency’s claim must be paid after attorney fees and costs. The attorney or insurance company must 
request a compromise if they wish to retain settlement proceeds for the Medicaid member. HMS will request the settlement 
amount when reviewing cases for a reduction and will not provide a compromise without it.  
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NON-COURT CASE RESOLUTION 
On behalf of the Agency, HMS will pursue appropriate non-court actions to resolve disputes and overcome obstacles to 
recovery with Medicaid members, their attorneys, and their insurance companies and we will pursue collection of related 
claims. In the past, we have been successful in obtaining collections from out of court processes. Our procedures and actions 
comply with the Agency requirements and assert the State’s right to recovery in a professional manner. In fact, only a very 
small number of claims, less than 1%, require legal intervention or representation. 

One scenario that we see occasionally involves a member in an auto accident and who does not pursue the matter through an 
attorney or the liable insurance company. When HMS uncovers these cases, we notify the insurance company and inform the 
carrier about the Agency’s claim. Often, the carrier’s response is that the member must file a claim for it to process the 
Agency’s claim. Without the member filing a claim, the Agency cannot be reimbursed for medical costs. In these instances, 
HMS contacts the member and educates them on the State’s payer of last resort statute and the agreement he/she made to 
assist in reimbursing the State when TPL exists. This discussion results in the member contacting the insurance company and 
filing a claim, which ultimately results in the Agency receiving reimbursement. 

All HMS caseworkers become familiar with the specific Agency requirements and use this knowledge to support an efficient 
and effective recovery process. Through their existing relationships and knowledge of stakeholders, caseworkers perform 
outreach and update the case-management system on a regular basis.  

Our Agency-specific operational procedure manual provides detailed descriptions and guidelines for case-management 
personnel to refer to when working on the Agency cases. To pursue recovery, the Casualty Recovery team regularly 
communicates with project stakeholders, such as Medicaid members, attorneys, insurance company representatives, and 
others, to respond to questions and acquire information that supports recovery. We explain state and federal regulations and 
members’ responsibilities to include the Agency in legal cases, provide updated case valuations, and perform other case 
follow-up on a regular basis. Maestro logs and tracks all work activities. 

The Casualty Recovery team applies its collective experience to resolve case matters to keep the case on track and progress 
towards a final resolution. If a caseworker encounters an issue that he/she is unable to resolve, he/she escalates it to the 
supervisor. If the case-management supervisor is unable to resolve the issue, they will elevate it to the Casualty and/or Project 
Management teams. When HMS is unable to obtain an appropriate closure to the case out of court, we refer the case to the 
Agency and provide the necessary documentation, rationale, and supporting materials. 
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ASSISTANCE WITH SUBROGATION HEARINGS 
HMS’ Casualty team members possess the necessary subrogation legal support, and operational, policy, and management 
experience. They are familiar with arguments presented by attorneys in courts. As a national TPL Supplier, HMS draws on 
experience nationally to assist the Agency in developing successful strategies and legal arguments. When requested, our 
Casualty and Project Management team members will furnish necessary case documents (e.g., the paid claims related to the 
case, case notes, and any correspondence sent and received in the case) to the Agency as well as provide valuable insight 
into any unique circumstances about the case development process.  

IDENTIFICATION AND REFERRAL OF COURT CASES 
During intake of correspondence received, HMS caseworkers identify cases requiring a court appearance or legal 
representation. Caseworkers review incoming correspondence carefully and date stamp it prior to linking it to the case in 
Maestro. When communication is identified that informs HMS about an upcoming hearing, or that indicates the need for a 
court appearance, caseworkers escalate it to the team supervisor. The supervisor then proceeds to refer the case to the 
Agency Contract Manager and other designated contacts through e-mail for appropriate next steps. The following information 
is included in our referral to the Agency: 

 The e-mail subject line contains the HMS Maestro case number and reason for referral (lawsuit, notice of hearing, etc.)  

 The body of the e-mail contains at a minimum the following information: 
 Date of determination of possible need for representation 
 Date of HMS referral to the Agency 
 Hearing date, time, and location 
 Applicable statute of limitations 
 Does the hearing/other communication from the attorney relay that State presence is required/recommended? 
 Case Type (motor vehicle accident, wrongful death, product liability, etc.) 
 Agency’s current claim/lien amount 
 Compromise amount if the compromise amount is less than the amount owed to the Agency 
 Is treatment completed or ongoing? 
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 Has HMS been informed of any limit(s) to available amounts for compensation? 
 Indicate whether a compromise or waiver has been requested of the Agency and 

any outcome 
 Copy of Notice of Hearing or lawsuit 

HMS will identify cases that require a court appearance or legal representation by the Agency and will refer these cases to the 
Agency within the designated time frame when HMS determines the case might need representation. We will work with the 
Agency to determine referral criteria and develop an appropriate process to meet the Agency’s business needs.  

Based on our extensive national experience performing these services for Medicaid agencies as well as Georgia, HMS knows 
that most cases do not require legal representation. We understand that certain cases; however, need a referral to the Agency 
pursuant to Agency protocol. For example, when HMS receives a Notice of Hearing on a case in which the Agency is named 
as an interested party, HMS forwards the notice and relevant case information to the Agency to be shared with the Special 
Assistant Attorney General (SAAG). Currently, upon identification of cases that may need to be escalated to Georgia 
Medicaid, we send the referral within two business days. We update the case to reflect that the case was referred to counsel 
to enable us to track and provide reports on these cases to the Agency. We provide an example of a transfer form currently in 
use in Exhibit I-28. We will continue to work with the Agency when a referral is necessary under the established protocols or 
at other times when State involvement may become essential.  
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HMS will coordinate with the Agency to identify cases that require a court appearance or legal representation by the Agency. 
We will discuss and confirm the criteria and referral process with the Agency as part of the implementation of a new contract 
to provide TPL services. If Agency representation is required, HMS will provide any necessary supporting documentation and 
pursue recovery in coordination with the State. 
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REFERRING CASES TO THE STATE 
We will work with the Agency to identify cases that meet the Agency-specified criteria for referring cases to the State. HMS will 
provide the necessary supporting documentation and pursue recovery in coordination with the State. Examples of when we 
might refer a case to the Agency include: 

 The amount of the claim is contested as being unrelated to the injury or the claim amount should be reduced in accordance 
with the Supreme Court’s decision in Ahlborn or for some other reason. 

 The member has filed a negative election indicating that they will not protect Medicaid claims for which a third-party 
resource that independently exists. 

 There is an interpleader of a third party resource by a defendant and/or as directed by the Agency. 

Maestro features a notification system that allows our Casualty team to update and monitor case-related deadlines. These 
alerts also enable HMS to refer cases to the Agency in a timely manner. When we refer cases, HMS will include information 
about upcoming deadlines related to the case. We escalate legal documents, other than typical subpoena duces tecum (to 
produce documents), to a supervisor and/or Casualty Legal team member for review and handling.  

HMS communicates case-related deadlines with each referral that includes scheduled hearing dates. We understand that this 
information is vital to the Agency’s ability to achieve recoveries for litigated cases and other cases referred for action by HMS. 
We provide referrals and compromise requests to the Agency using standardized forms, and in the new contract term will 
review the current transfer form with the Agency to ensure the form meets the needs of the Agency. HMS will share examples 
of standardized forms with the Agency as a baseline for the Agency in the new contract term. Exhibit I-29 includes a sample 
memorandum that we use for referring cases. 
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STEP 6: COLLECT RECOVERIES AND CLOSE CASES  
PROCESSING RECOVERIES 
HMS relies on our established Agency-approved processes for successfully recovering funds from liable third parties for 
Casualty cases. Our collection process includes:  
 Managing the receipt of payments on all subrogation claim/liens 

 Specifying that checks be made payable to the Agency, and providing the address in our correspondence 

 Processing payments and creating and submitting to the Agency a report that describes the payments and check 
information that accompanies the checks 

 Preparing a release as needed for escalation to the Agency for review and execution 

 Filing the release and providing copies to the attorney and/or insurance company 

 Preparing a monthly report of all recoveries  

Given our national expertise, we are mindful that there may be State laws regarding accord and satisfaction, and we will 
establish processes to avoid recovery of less than the full amount due. After receiving the full (or agreed-on) settlement of 
claims, we post the payment to Maestro. As indicated in Exhibit I-30, our Maestro case-management system captures the 
following data elements required for posting: 

 Member’s name, ID number  

 Date of accident 

 Check amount and check number 

 Date of deposit  

 Reason and type of posting  
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After reaching an agreed-on reimbursement amount to the Agency, liable parties proceed to issue a payment to the Agency to 
be mailed to HMS’ local address. We process payments daily following the Agency-approved procedures for mail handling 
and payment processing, which include requisite criteria of timeliness and the safeguarding of the Agency’s recoveries. After 
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depositing the payments into the State-designated account, we post individual checks in our Maestro system. HMS also 
completes a disposition file for each deposit date containing case and claim information, which we transfer to the Agency’s 
fiscal agent. If an agency accepts partial payments, HMS continues to pursue recovery and sends a claim/lien letter notifying 
the attorney and/or insurance company of the remaining outstanding amount due to the agency.  

As appropriate, HMS updates the filed lien amount by filing an amended lien, However, restitution cases are typically excluded 
from the foregoing process since the liable party makes payments in accordance with the court order. We close cases when 
we receive payment in full of the amount due to the Agency. Should the Agency prefer that we accept payments for less than 
the full amount when the deficiency meets specific cost-effective parameters, we are able to incorporate that in our project 
specific rules and procedures. Our current process includes updating the Agency’s designated electronic system on a weekly 
basis. When updating the Agency’s electronic system, we provide the Agency with required payment information as set forth 
below in more detail.  

CLOSING CASES 
After receiving the full (or agreed-on) settlement of claims, we post the payment in accordance with the terms of the contract 
with the Agency, and to Maestro. We use an Agency-approved process to provide a release of Medicaid interest to the liable 
third party. HMS closes a case when: 

 The payment received presents the anticipated payment and acknowledged payment in writing to the parties involved, as 
appropriate. 

 The total claim calculated is less than the client’s cost-effective threshold amount. 

 There will be no recovery related to the injury. 

 The State directs us to close the case. 

 The case was opened due to an administrative error. 

STEP 7: PREPARE PROJECT REPORTS 
Maestro provides robust reporting capabilities including automated production of standard reports and ad hoc reports. The 
Agency staff will continue to have access to Maestro, enabling the generation of on demand, customized reports. HMS 
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currently provides the Agency with monthly, quarterly, and annual project reports. HMS’ Project Manager will discuss and 
address additional Agency reporting needs, if any, as part of the implementation of a new contract. 

The HMS Casualty Recovery team generates reports for the Agency, both standardized and on an ad hoc basis. Our reports 
offer timely and valuable project management information regarding recoveries, case-management activities, case status, and 
other data. We currently provide the Agency with a Casualty Case Summary Report itemizing casualty case activities, 
including the number of cases opened, number of cases closed, total recoveries, total posted amount, and total active case 
count. Additionally, HMS provides the Agency with a monthly Statute of Limitations (SOL) Report that details the cases within 
12 months of the SOL deadline. 

Maestro generates standard month-end status reports and fully customizable reports of captured key data required by the 
Agency. The standard reports are both managerial and operational. Users can save the reports generated by Maestro as 
Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheets to analyze the data outside of the system. 

Key data captured by Maestro’s reporting function includes:  

 Case source 

 Cases opened  

 Cases closed  

 Number of Subrogation Letters sent 

 Number of Claim/Lien Amount Updates sent 

 Number of web referrals received (cases opened through Solaris+) 

 Total Dollars collected 

We provide a sample of our Casualty Case Activity Report, which includes cases opened and cases closed, in Exhibit I-31. 
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insurance companies aware of the legal basis for the claim/lien and, after identifying the related paid claims, we send a 
claim/lien. We proactively check the status of cases in our outreach to attorneys and/or insurers and update claim/lien 
amounts to ensure that we protect the Agency’s right of recovery. In these cases, our teams pursue recovery as set forth in 
our response to Answer #4.A; identifying leads, opening cases, sending initial and updated claim/lien letters, filing liens as 
appropriate, sending case status inquiries, addressing claim disputes, escalating compromises to the Agency, and processing 
payments. The Casualty Recovery team applies its collective experience to resolve case matters to keep the case on track 
and progressing towards a final resolution. If a caseworker encounters an issue that they are unable to resolve, the 
caseworker escalates it to the supervisor. If the case-management supervisor is unable to resolve the issue, they will escalate 
it to the HMS Project Manager and the Staff Attorney. When HMS is unable to obtain an appropriate resolution of the case out 
of court, we refer the case to the Agency and its legal representative and provide all necessary documentation, rationale, and 
supporting materials. HMS is currently using Agency-approved correspondence that is the result of strong collaborative efforts 
with the Agency. In a new contract term, we will review this correspondence with the Agency and collaborate on changes that 
may enhance the recovery process. The standard correspondence in Maestro includes:  

 Trauma Code Questionnaires, Case Information Forms, and Subrogation notices  

 Case status follow-up letters sent to stakeholders 

 Compromise letters  

 General inquiry letters to obtain additional information if necessary  

In Answer # 4A previously, we describe our end-to-end process for Casualty/Tort Subrogation. This section also outlines how 
we develop and manage cases, even if the liable third party does not file a lawsuit, and how our team makes every effort to 
leave no recovery money uncollected by performing the following action steps: 

1. Identify Leads 
2. Open Cases 
3. Review Claims and Send Claim/Lien 
4. Manage Cases 
5. Settle Cases 
6. Collect Recovery and Close Cases 
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Throughout the Casualty Recovery process, we receive inquiries regarding open cases from members, attorneys, insurance 
companies, providers—and other interested parties. After receipt of authorization regarding disclosure, HMS promptly 
responds to telephone calls, written requests, email messages, and faxes from the interested parties. We date-stamp 
correspondence and review it in a timely manner and in compliance with Agency requirements. We also proactively reach out 
to the opposing party and track the same information, whether it originates as incoming or outgoing correspondence. 

We designed Maestro’s customizable workflow system to alert caseworkers automatically, so that they can proactively work a 
case based on previously entered case events or completed assignments. Maestro’s automatic notification ensures the 
performance of tasks occurs in a timely manner. Workflows are predefined, and we can configure them for specific projects. 
Maestro tracks the time frames associated with each case and automatically alerts caseworkers through a reminder when a 
case needs specific follow-up.  

As tasks are completed, the case moves through various recovery phases. Our caseworkers monitor their cases by viewing 
completed tasks or tasks needing completion. Caseworkers can also monitor their cases by viewing their caseload in stages—
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obtaining a “big picture” view of their assigned cases and the status of their caseloads relative to the full lifecycle. Every open 
case has at least one associated upcoming task until we close the case. This means that we monitor, work, review, or 
escalate each case to ensure appropriate and timely case-management and follow-up. As a result, our team is able to view 
the Maestro case and readily provide the case specific datapoints and promptly update the case in the Agency’s system with 
the updated case status, recently acquired data points, and recovery efforts taken. Given the flexibility and reporting 
capabilities of Maestro, we can load the required case information and recovery efforts into a data file for uploading to the 
Agency’s electronic system.   
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 Identification and contact information of liable party/attorney/insurance company 

 Date automated letters or notices were sent and received 

 Date notice of subrogation rights, lien and or claim filing documentation such as county name, lien and or claim book and 
page number, lien and or claim amendments, lien and or claim cancellations (HMS’ Attorney will be responsible for lien and 
or claim filing process) and releases 

 Amount of Agency's accident/incident related claims paid 

 Recovery status and recovery amounts. 

 Case activity/notes  

 Case type, including restitution and Mass Torts/global settlements 

Should more case information be needed by the Agency, we will work with the Agency to accommodate its needs. HMS has 
and will continue to open cases resulting from valid leads and referrals for which there is a liable third party in the electronic 
system designated by the Agency. HMS opens cases within 30 days of receipt of leads after validating there is a liable third 
party from which we can recover. Our response to Answer # 4A provides a detailed description of our end-to-end recovery 
process. 

Our team analyzes paid claims for trauma codes indicative of a potential tort claim. To confirm potential cases, we send 
Trauma Code Questionnaires (TCQs), to members and employ other outreach methods. The questionnaires request detailed 
information about the accident and type of injury sustained by the member. It also asks for attorney and insurance information 
to help HMS determine the existence of a potential liable first and/or third party. Lastly, the TCQ reminds members about the 
State’s right for reimbursement for medical services from a liable party.  

The TCQ process consists of multiple outreaches to remind and ask the member for information related to an episode of care. 
Our process includes a combination of questionnaires and telephone calls. HMS will provide the Agency with TCQ metrics for 
questionnaires sent and responses received, valid leads resulting from the process, and leads in which there is or is not a 
liable party. HMS will develop a process to notify the Agency about cases where no response is received after 90 days.  

We review and investigate each returned TCQ to determine if the incident meets our criteria for opening a casualty 
subrogation case. Our TCQ database system facilitates lead management and tracks TCQs sent, additional outreach efforts, 
and the responses received to determine.  
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When case activities occur such as additional correspondence from stakeholders, claims review and updated valuation of the 
claim/lien, or follow-up outreach to the member’s attorney, HMS will update case activities in an electronic system as 
determined by the Agency with 14 calendar days or another time frame specified by the Agency. HMS’ best practices include 
documenting all recovery activities in a case file to establish a comprehensive audit trail from the initiation of the case to 
closure. Our specialists maintain unique usernames to guarantee that case activity is monitored and accounted for in the MES 
and Maestro case-management system. All case activity performed in a case in Maestro will be updated in the Agency’s MES 
within the required 14 days, as well as actions resulting from correspondence completed within one week of the case activity 
or receiving the correspondence. As an example, HMS has fully complied with this requirement with Georgia Medicaid for the 
past eight years under the current contract. 

With the timely updates of the MES, Agency staff will have the ability to view case details in their MES and HMS’ case-
management system, Maestro. HMS will provide the Agency with accurate, current, and detailed case updates for ongoing 
and referred cases. Authorized Agency staff can access Case Status Reports on demand through the Maestro system, 
obtaining useful information whenever needed. This includes the status of the case, the stage the case is in during the 
recovery process and check payment and posting details. HMS can provide additional customized or ad hoc reporting to 
update the Agency on a regular basis about the casualty cases in our system. These updates may include justification of 
action or non-action by HMS, including our program requirements and legal reasoning, provided as requested. We will work 
with the Agency to identify and develop reports and/or electronic data files that are responsive to its needs. 

Our Maestro case-management system electronically maintains case data so that users can access information as needed. 
Regardless of where the case stands in the recovery process, HMS continually maintains case updates until the case is 
closed. This includes maintaining current valuations and case documentation received by HMS. 

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

7 Casualty/Tort Subrogation - Describe in detail your process for identifying casualty/tort cases regardless of litigation status 
and providing notice to the agency's TPL point of contact and the State Agency's Legal Department as stated in Attachment H, 
Casualty/Tort Subrogation Section, Requirement RECV6. 

A7 Answer # 7 
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8 Casualty/Tort Subrogation - Describe in detail your process for developing and documenting leads from other sources as 
listed in Attachment H, Casualty/Tort Subrogation Section, Requirement RECV7. 

A8 Answer # 8 

HMS has a comprehensive data matching process and referral network for developing leads and referrals. HMS cultivates 
lead and referrals from attorneys, claims from the Medicaid fiscal agent, Social Services Agency, hospitals, provider health 
plans, insurance companies, counties, hospital lien and or claim documentation, release of information notices, telephone 
calls, data matches, members, and anonymous sources. HMS investigates leads and referrals through outreach to validate 
that there is a liable party. We track each data match by creating a lead case and document our outreach efforts resulting in a 
validated lead that is transferred to an HMS caseworker to open a case and pursue recovery or closure of the claim as 
appropriate. HMS confirms eligibility and the date of incident as well as solicits any other information needed to open a case 
and pursue recovery. If the Agency authorizes managed care organizations contracted with the Agency to pursue subrogation 
recovery, we can work with the Agency to establish the referral criteria and processes to make referrals to those entities. Our 
pursuit of needed information may include letters and/or telephone calls. When we validate the referral and that the claim 
threshold has been met, our team opens a case, sends a Subrogation letter to protect the Agency’s right of recovery, and then 
manages the case through the recovery process to closure.   
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sent and we are nearing the 30-day deadline. If the threshold for filing a lien/claim is met, our team will file a lien. We can 
customize the thresholds to meet the Agency’s project specific requirements.  
Additionally, HMS utilizes an automated process for sending the Subrogation letter in accordance with project specific 
requirements. This automated process is currently being used in many HMS state Medicaid projects. The process runs 
throughout the month and generates Subrogation letters shortly after opening a case.   

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

10 Casualty/Tort Subrogation - Describe in detail your process for preparing, maintaining, and filing lien and or claim and or case 
documentation in concurrent with establishing the recovery case lead within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of a lead 
following the guidelines stated in Attachment H, Casualty/Tort Subrogation Section, Requirements RECV11-RECV14. 

A1
0 

Answer # 10 

The following responses to requirements RECV11 through RECV14 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

Utilizing the workflow and task management features in our case-management system, Maestro, new cases are established, 
and liens are filed within the time frames outlined in these requirements. Over the past 15 months, the processes summarized 
below have resulted in 100% compliance scores on the timeliness of all tasks.  

The Maestro workflow and task management system has already been programmed to comply with these requirements. The 
process has been established to track key dates and ensure that the following tasks are performed timely: 

 Leads are confirmed and established as cases timely 

 New cases are valued timely 

 Liens are valued timely 

 Updates to the MES are performed timely 

HMS also utilizes weekly exception reports to identify any cases that are nearing a deadline to complete a task. Where the 
Maestro workflow engine and exception reports ensure that tasks are performed timely, our responses to requirements 
RECV11 through RECV14 provide more detail on what is performed and required for different steps in the process. 
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 Demographics: name, case number, and address of the person who received the medical services 

 Date of injury 

 Dates of service 

 Provider Information: name and address of the provider(s) that provided the medical services 

 Liable Party Information: Names and addresses of persons, firms or corporations claimed to be liable for damages arising 
from the injuries (to the best of HMS’ knowledge) 

Exhibit I-33 provides an example of the lien template currently used in connection with Georgia Medicaid’s project.  
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confirmation that receipt for the court has been received for the claim or lien. The Agency currently has access to Maestro and 
conducts monthly reviews of our electronic case files. Our successful audit results reflect HMS’ experience and quality 
assurance that the Agency seeks in its suppliers. 

Specifically, for Georgia Medicaid, HMS will continue to prepare the hospital liens for Fulton County and the county of 
residence per the requirements set forth under O.C.G.A. §49-4-149 and the Agency. The HMS Staff Attorney will produce and 
review Georgia Medicaid’s hospital lien to be filed in the appropriate clerk of superior court where the member resides as well 
as the county of the member’s residence. Liens are filed when the Agency has paid claims that meet the designated threshold 
of $1,500 and the last date of service is within one year of filing. HMS will file an amended lien if there is an increase of $1,500 
in the lien amount. Images of the liens produced and signed are available for review within HMS’ case-management system. 
Originals will be maintained in the case file pending resolution of the case settlement. Since hospital liens are a legal 
instrument to be filed in a public court, HMS ensures that only the HMS Staff Attorney is authorized to execute the lien to 
ensure that the Agency’s interest is protected. When the claim or lien receipt is received form the court, we scan and link the 
returned document to the case within 30 days of receipt, if not sooner, and enter an event and history note regarding the 
receipt of claim or lien. This project-specific approach is customizable for our other Agencies that we perform 
Casualty/Subrogation services.  

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

11 Casualty/Tort Subrogation - Describe in detail your process for showing a debt is satisfied when a recovery is concluded as 
described in Attachment H, Casualty/Tort Subrogation Section, Requirement RECV15. 

A1
1 

Answer # 11 
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If the attorney’s contracted fee is 33% or less of recoveries, a copy of the contract is not required. HMS enters this information 
into the existing approved negotiation matrix, and the software then recommends equitable compromise amounts based upon 
the Agency’s criteria. The criteria and methodology in place currently follow the required guidelines. 

HMS responds to all negotiation/settlement requests as a high priority. In some instances, HMS will advise attorneys who do 
not disclose the settlement amount that we will not process their negotiation request until they provide the required items. In 
cases where the Agency’s lien exceeds the settlement amount, a reduction will be granted. HMS will direct any negotiation 
that will result in a settlement less than 80% of the Agency’s lien to the Agency for written approval before finalization. To 
facilitate this process the Unit Program Manager will provide a summary analysis of the fact and a proposed settlement 
worksheet for review and approval by the Agency. The Program Manager, Program Director, HMS Staff Attorney, and/or 
designated staff will handle negotiation requests. Finally, HMS is exceedingly familiar with CMS’ guidance regarding the 
negotiation of trauma cases and fully expects to recover payment in full unless insufficient funds are available to satisfy the 
Agency’s interest. HMS has extensive experience working with Agency attorneys and can successfully defend arguments 
presented. HMS does not accept receipt of subpoenas on behalf of the Agency. If an attempt to serve is made at the HMS 
office, HMS will notify the Agency immediately of such action. 

Documentation from the reduction request—from the proposed settlement worksheet presented to the Agency for approval 
and notice of decision to compromise lien or deny—are available in Maestro through case notes and images available for 
viewing in addition to case notes in the MES. Imaging function is not a feature available in the MES to date, but HMS will work 
with vendor and the Agency once this feature is ready to be implemented. To expedite submission of funds to the Agency, we 
track the case settlement date and follow up on the offer date every 30 days due to expirations noted in the correspondence.  

We provide a sample Settlement Worksheet in Exhibit I-34.  
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 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 
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 Electronic documents: We delete all storage media, such as computer hard drives, flash drives, CD/DVDs, and tapes 
containing protected or sensitive data in electronic form. Under guidance of our Security Information Officer, we delete 
protected or sensitive data from the media in accordance with current ARRA guidelines. HMS employs a trusted service 
company to destroy, by smashing or degaussing, any media that we cannot process according to this standard.  

 Paper documents: We dispose of all protected and sensitive data existing in paper form through shredding. Employees 
put documents in designated containers, and a licensed, bonded document-destruction company shreds the contents of the 
containers.  

We contract with a document destruction firm that provides onsite cross-shredding services. We archive electronic files to both 
compact discs and media tapes; files may be scanned in their entirety and are available for recall throughout the contract 
period. HMS can turn over all files related to this procurement in the manner specified in the Agency’s approved Turnover 
Plan, if necessary. Records that have been identified through retention or contractual requirements are disposed of through 
overwriting, sanitization, or destruction require a written disposition certificate as proof that disposal has taken place. This 
certificate asserts that the records are destroyed or disposed of, and that the activity is verified, to ensure the removal of all 
identified electronic data.   

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

15 Casualty/Tort Subrogation - Describe your process for receiving and responding to written correspondence within five (5) (or 
a timeframe specified by the agency) business days of receipt and telephone inquiries related to case development and 
recovery activities within two (2) (or a timeframe specified by the agency) business days of receipt. Include in your response 
the length of time it takes to respond and any exceptions to the timeframes provided as stated in Attachment H, 
Casualty/Tort Subrogation Section, Requirement RECV19. 

A1
5 

Answer # 15 
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 Police Accident Report, if applicable 

 Any other documentation provided by the member’s attorney 

The related paid claims are linked to the Maestro case. The calculated claim amount includes the Medicaid payments made 
from the date of injury to the present, including the claims directly related to the injury. We provide clear documentation of our 
valuation so our caseworkers and subrogation attorneys can readily review the case valuation work in the event of an attorney 
inquiry or challenge.  

ESTABLISHING CLAIMS 
To maximize casualty recoveries, it is important to accurately value cases by selecting the claims that are the result of an 
injury caused by a liable third party. Based on our extensive experience working with Medicaid claims data, our Casualty 
Recovery team employs proven selection criteria to include the accident-related claims for each case. 

After obtaining the paid claim data, we review the claims in conjunction with the case documentation to assess the casualty 
incident and the exact nature and extent of the related injuries. The procedures include:  

 Select claims related to the accident/incident. Using Maestro, we upload claims data from the Agency’s consolidated 
paid claims file to attach to member cases. Our Casualty Recovery Valuation team then reviews and selects claims that 
relate to the incident. 

 Total the claims related to the accident/incident. After we select the related claims, we produce a Statement of Aid Paid 
(SOAP) Update Letter (Exhibit I-36) along with a detailed claim statement showing the provider, service dates, diagnosis, 
procedures, charge amount, and paid amount for all related claims. We will send the letter to the liable party with a claims 
itemization if the required Release of Medical Claims Authorization is on file. A valid medical authorization must be on file 
prior to providing the detailed claim statement. 

 Revalue case. After the initial case valuation and SOAP Letter is sent, we revalue the case if requested by the member’s 
attorney or insurance company to provide the updated or final claim amount.  
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RELATING CLAIMS IN MAESTRO 
Our medical claims valuation specialists evaluate the related claims and accumulate the medical expenses to the incident in 
question. These specialists use the most up-to-date ICD codes to evaluate the related claims by diagnosis code and medical 
history and then accumulate the expenses related to the member’s accident. Each of our medical claims valuation specialists 
and caseworkers specializes in Medicaid subrogation and receives additional in-depth training in the usage of ICD-9 and ICD-
10 codes, automobile liability and first-party coverage, utilization of pharmaceutical reference manuals, as well as agency-
specific statutes, rules, regulations, and case law. We maintain current copies of reference materials and provide other 
available resources, including diagnosis codes, and supplement the knowledge base of our medical claims valuation 
specialists by requiring attendance at continuing training classes. 

In our valuation approach, medical claims valuation specialists calculate the claim amount, considering the following 
questions: 

 Were similar services provided prior to the incident, indicating a previously existing condition? 

 Were follow-up services (e.g., physical therapy, certain drugs) rendered? These services can be provided months or even 
years after the initial date of injury. 

 If the individual became Medicaid eligible as a result of the accident, are all claims therefore considered “accident-related” 
or only those specifically attributable to treatment of the injury? 

HMS medical claims valuation specialists select claims related to the incident, and review the various claim information, 
including: 

 Diagnosis code  Provider identification  Service date 
 Procedure code  Provider name  Claim type 

This is crucial to evaluating the claim appropriately and provides talking points as discussions arise with attorneys and liability 
carrier adjusters when related claims depend on preexisting injuries or related accidents. This process also protects the 
integrity of Medicaid’s claim. Should the attorney notify HMS that the member had a preexisting conditions or treatment, we 
will review claims 30 days prior to the date of injury to confirm if any of the claims after the accident are related to the pre-
existing condition or the accident. Exhibit I-37 shows Maestro’s claims relating functionality. 
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The team will relate and unrelate the claims based on the diagnosis codes and the service dates in conjunction with the date 
of the accident.  

After establishing the claim amount, the valuation specialist updates the current claim amount in the Maestro case. After 
totaling the incident-related claims and updating the claim amount in the case, an initial SOAP Letter is generated in Maestro 
and provided to the member, member’s attorney, or insurance carrier, as applicable. Upon request of an updated claim 
amount, we subsequently review any new claims to ensure that the valuation of the Agency’s Medicaid Casualty claim is 
accurate and current and send an updated SOAP Letter. 

CONFIRMING CASE VALUATION 
When HMS receives notice that a case has settled, the case is reviewed for “final” valuation by confirming the injuries, 
treatment and treatment dates. A Final Notice will be sent.  

If a member, member’s attorney, or insurance company questions our claim amount or asserts that one or more claims 
comprising our claim do not relate to the injuries resulting from the incident, HMS’ caseworker reviews the case and claims at 
issue. We correct any errors in our calculation, update the claims in the case, and send a SOAP Update Letter. However, if 
after review of the disputed claims, the caseworker does not agree with the challenge, we request an independent medical 
evaluation, medical records, or notes from the member’s doctor to substantiate that the disputed claims are not related. After 
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Maestro captures the following data elements required for posting:  

 Member’s name, ID number, and major program 
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HMS’ CARRIER RELATIONS TEAM  
We leverage data obtained through our relationships with casualty insurance carriers to expand the identification of potentially 
liable third parties for our Casualty Recovery process. Our dedicated Carrier Relations team proactively works with casualty 
carriers to create and execute DUAs for the receipt of data files from the casualty carrier where a claim has been filed and 
medical coverage is being sought. Our team members have established relationships with the major casualty carriers 
providing medical insurance coverage including Med Pay or Personal Injury Protection (PIP) in the State and ensure that data 
files received allow us to identify new cases were the insurance carrier should be responsible for the Medicaid members paid 
medical claims. This team works closely with casualty insurance carriers to implement new data sharing agreements, expand 
the data files we receive, and improve the quality of information provided for data matching with the State’s Medicaid eligibility 
file to identify other available coverage from the liable third parties. Our investment in obtaining accurate and comprehensive 
coverage data up front from carriers produces a high level of confidence in our match results and allows us to make timely 
outreach to protect our client’s interest prior the insurance claims or case settling. Our solution and services place less of the 
burden for programming on carriers and does not require carriers to pay a fee to participate in our network, resulting in more 
cooperation. 

We identify potential Casualty leads through a variety of methods:  

 Our TPL data match process with insurance carriers, State Department of Motor Vehicles and Workers’ Compensation 

 Referrals from attorneys, providers, insurance companies, and members 

 Targeted claim analysis to identify instances where an accident questionnaire and outreach is made directly to the Medicaid 
member to gather accident-related information.  

Through a combination of these identification tools, HMS has successfully opened over 53,000 leads in the current contract 
term for Georgia.  

As set forth in more detail in Answer #4, our comprehensive data matching process includes sophisticated analytics leverages 
proprietary analytics and techniques to identify recovery opportunities. In addition, we leverage partners and external data 
sources to maximize identification and recovery. To maximize identifications and subsequent savings, HMS’ methodology 
combines telephone calls with questionnaires, as well as searches of federal and state court records at critical points in the 
investigative process. 

We include with our response the required attachment file named Data Match Agreements Recovery Services. 
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A2
3 

Answer # 23 

HMS will continue to provide notice of known member cash disbursements from subrogation settlements to the State Social 
Services Agency offices and SSA for Medicaid eligibility re-determination. The Agency-approved letter template providing 
information about the settlement of funds disbursed to the member shown in Exhibit I-39. As a result, caseworkers can 
generate, send, and save the letter in Maestro. The information provided includes, but is not limited to the member’s 
information, the amount of the settlement, the amount of the Medicaid claim/lien, the amount refunded to Medicaid, and the 
amount disbursed to the member. HMS can extract the required information and provide an electronic data file as well.  
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24 Medicaid Qualifying Trusts (Special Needs, Miller and Pooled Trusts)- Describe your process for establishing a recovery case 
file and updating case activities in a system as defined by the agency, e.g. Medicaid Enterprise System, within thirty (30) 
calendar days (or a timeframe specified by the agency) of the date of receiving notice of a trust as stated in Attachment H, 
Medicaid Qualifying Trusts (Special Needs, Miller and Pooled Trusts) Section, Requirement RECV30. 

A2
4 

Answer # 24 

HMS HAS THE EXPERTISE AND UNIQUE UNDERSTANDING OF THE HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF MEDICAID TRUSTS 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (“OBRA 93”) authorized certain trusts as exceptions to the Medicaid Qualifying 
Trust provisions of federal law. These trusts authorized by federal law comprise three types of Special Needs Trusts (SNTs): 
Special Needs Trusts (SNT), Miller or Qualified Income Trusts (QIT), and Pooled Trusts. In some states these trusts are “(d) 
(4) (A),” “(d) (4) (B),” and “(d) (4) (C)” trusts after the statutory provisions of 42 USC § 1396p that authorize them. To qualify for 
the Special Needs Trust exception to the federal Medicaid and SSI transfer of asset rule, all three types must contain a 
provision that at termination of the trust, all remaining trust property must be applied first to reimburse or pay back the state for 
all medical assistance received by the trust beneficiary. The only exceptions are certain specified costs of trust administration 
and taxes. 

Following the federal guidelines, our innovative HMS Trust Services program will protect the financial interests of our clients at 
important points in time of a trust being created to disburse: (1) lien settlement, (2) expenditures during life of the trust, (3) 
Medicaid recovery at the time of death of the trust beneficiary, and (4) annuity recovery upon the death of the Medicaid 
member. Many states depend on an Estate Recovery program to pursue trust and annuity recoveries, however, not only are 
trusts and annuities technical legal documents that demand professional and expert understanding and oversight, but in 
addition, the recovery requirements for trusts and annuities are vastly different. HMS Trust Services provides the expert 
solution to address these different requirements and maximize Medicaid recoveries. 

Throughout HMS’ responses to the following requirements, we continue to display our unique expertise in our management, 
processes, and procedures to be both sensitive to the needs of the member and protect the financial interests of the Agency. 
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Exhibit I-40 Recovery Case File Process 
Our established recovery case file process has been proven effective for our clients over the past 12 years. 

 
 

 

The electronic case file includes the following supporting documentation: 

 Lead notification and trust or annuity agreement. We maintain an electronic copy of the trust and annuity lead notification 
and agreement. The trust or annuity agreement identifies the trustee or annuity holder name as well as the financial 
institution that manages the trust or annuity. This information is captured in the Maestro case management system and 
Agency MES and used for future correspondence. If we receive hard copies rather than electronic copies of the document, 
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we scan and upload an image of the documents into Maestro for review and for searchable access by the Agency and 
HMS Trust Services team members. HMS will also attach the documents to the Agency MES, provided it has the 
functionality to support the documentation upload. If the beneficiary has died, a team member adds the date of death once 
we receive proof in the form of a death certificate or upon verification in MES. In case of the latter, we include a screenshot 
from MES in the electronic case file for reference. 

 Copies of automated letters or notices sent. Images of all case correspondence copies generated through the Maestro 
case management system are available and viewable at any time through Maestro. In addition, upon SNT approval, we 
scan hard copies of trust and annuity review documents and attach them to the case record in Maestro, or attach the 
electronic copies if received electronically, making them available for on-demand viewing. HMS will also attach the 
documents to the Agency MES, provided it has the functionality to support the upload of such documentation.  

 Recovery status and recovery amounts. Case status inquiries to all parties will keep the State Agency’s interest to the 
forefront of any related settlement and ensure that the status of the settlement or annuity recovery is regularly updated. 

 Funding mechanisms’ supporting documentation, including annuities, joinder agreements, and other documents. If an SNT 
submitted for review was or will be funded from a settlement, we request a copy of the Settlement Agreement, Settlement 
Statement, and Court Order from the underlying legal action, along with a copy of any funding mechanism as part of the 
case setup process. For Medicaid annuities, we request a copy of the annuity contract specifying the amount, duration, 
and payment terms of the annuity. 

All documents are attached to Maestro in electronic format and once attached, are immediately available for Agency review. 
HMS will also attach the documents to the State Agency MES, provided it has the functionality to support the upload of such 
documentation.  
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individual state. All of our Trust Services workflows and procedures are in strict compliance with a state’s contractual 
requirements, state law, and Agency-approved workflow as well as with all federal laws, regulations, and the appropriate 
sections of the SSA Program Operations Manual System (POMS).  

STEP 2: TRUST AND ANNUITY DOCUMENT PROCESSING/REVIEW  
In strict compliance with the approved trust review workflow developed by HMS Trust Services, upon receiving a trust or 
annuity document the Trust Unit: 

 Clocks time stamp the date of receipt of the submission 

 Performs an initial review of the documentation and information submitted  

 Conducts look-ups in the MES as necessary to: 
 Confirm the date of birth and age of the trust beneficiary  
 Determine whether the beneficiary is or was a member  
 Determine the specific eligibility status of the member (i.e., SSI, Title XIX, Waiver) 
 Determine if the member is still living 
 Determine for a trust whether the trust was funded with proceeds derived from settlement of a casualty incident 
 Determine for an annuity the amount of the claim to be made on the annuity 

A case file is opened in Maestro and the Agency MES TPL context, a case number is assigned, and appropriate information 
captured.  

If the trust was funded by settlement of a casualty incident, contact is made immediately with the Casualty Unit to determine if 
(a) a Casualty case is already open on the individual, (b) there are injury-related claims resulting in a pre-trust lien, and (c) if 
so, whether the pre-trust lien has been resolved and paid. HMS Trust Services serves as a significant source of leads to 
unpaid liens for the Casualty Services Unit. For an annuity, Trust Services immediately notifies the Estate Recovery Services 
Unit so that it can determine if an Estate Recovery case is open or needs to be opened and processed. This seamless 
integration of services between the HMS Trust Services and the Casualty and Estate Recovery Units has significantly 
increased lien recoveries for the Agency. This effective review-recovery integration process is proven efficient and effective.  

Additionally, since HMS loads all Medicaid eligibility data (name, SSN, date of birth, Medicaid ID) into Maestro, this connects 
with Trust Recovery such that caseworkers and valuers can search the database using various data elements. Enhanced 
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functionality allows them to use “wild card” characters to search for partial match results. Maestro enhanced functionality also 
allows the Trust Unit to generate reports for the Agency, both required and ad hoc. Authorized Agency staff has full inquiry 
access to Maestro, including specifically the Trust application customized for the Agency’s TPL Services Department. 

In accordance with the approved trust review workflow developed by HMS, once the trust case is opened, it is placed in the 
queue for review. Trusts are reviewed in the order received, although Trust Services will consider a request for expedited 
review—most commonly received when a Medicaid application is pending and the eligibility division must receive notification 
that the trust has been approved, or a settlement hearing is scheduled and the trial judge wants proof that the trust is 
“approvable.” All reviews of trust documents and supporting information and documentation are completed by the HMS Trust 
Unit in strict compliance with federal and state law and policy, as well as the underlying requirements of the contract between 
HMS and the Agency. All final reviews and approvals are conducted by a Staff Attorney. This approved workflow includes 
procedures for requesting and obtaining needed information and documentation. It is designed with a primary goal of 
approving rather than denying SNTs submitted for review. 

Upon completion of the review, the trust is either approved or denied. If approved, appropriate information is captured, and an 
Approval Notice is issued and processed as specified in the approved workflow. Any part of the case file that is not already in 
electronic format is then scanned in a searchable format, and the scanned file is attached to the trust case in Maestro so that 
the Agency has immediate, searchable electronic access to the file. 

As soon as the annuity case is opened in Maestro and in MES, the Agency’s recovery claim is valued, annuity forms are 
completed, and the forms are forwarded to the Agency for review and approval. At the same time, if required, a request for a 
certified copy of the needed death certificate is sent to Vital Records. When the signed forms and death certificate have been 
received by Trust Services, they are forwarded to the annuity company with a request for payment. As each step is completed 
a case note is entered in Maestro, electronic copies are attached to the case in Maestro, and MES is updated.  

Following the scanning process, the case is entered into inventory control. Since HMS Trust Services is paperless, all records 
are maintained electronically in the HMS Maestro case management system and are available for review by authorized staff of 
the Agency. HMS will also attach the documents to the Agency’s MES, provided it has the functionality to support the upload. 

HMS Trust Services has compiled the Trust Services Document Library for trust projects to standardize correspondence 
documents for both trust and annuity purposes. This eliminates questions and confusion and streamlines and standardizes the 
overall process. This library, an integral component of our Maestro case management system, contains a variety of 
documents including:  
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 Trust Approval Notice. Issued when the trust document has been reviewed, all supporting documentation is received, 
and verification that the trust meets all legal requirements and does not include any unallowable provisions is completed. 
The notice also notifies the trustee of accounting requirements, due date for accountings, and includes the Trustee Guide 
discussed below. 

 Initial Notice of Payback claim (Exhibit I-41). Issued as soon as HMS receives notice of trust termination. We use this 
document to notify trustees and their representatives of the approximate claim amount that is owed to Medicaid. 

 Final Notice of Payback Claim (Exhibit I-42). HMS uses this document to provide trustees and their representatives the 
specific amount of the payback claim. 

 Statement of Claim/No Claim. Used for annuity cases. The statement verifies whether or not there is a Medicaid claim 
against the annuity, and if so, the amount of the claim. 

 Client-approved Outreach Correspondence and Materials. HMS uses these documents to educate trustees, the state 
and local bar associations, professional organizations, and other entities about trust program requirements. 

 Trustees’ Guide. This user-friendly document developed by HMS Trust Services contains general information for trustees 
on how to prepare accountings for filing with the Trust Unit and appropriate trust distributions. The HMS Trustee Guide 
provides trustees with information on what to include in a trust accounting and what attachments are needed. It also 
serves as a “reminder” to trustees on determining what is or is not an appropriate trust expenditure and provides specific 
information on the trust payback requirement. The HMS Trustee Guide is attached to all trust approval notices as well as 
all accounting requests and approval notices. Our Trustee Guide can be customized as needed or determined by the 
Agency.  

In response to changes in program rules and/or regulations, or as HMS deploys new services, we update our Trust Services 
Document Library to reflect current policies or create new documents and submit for approval as necessary. 
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will do so for other state Agencies. We provide a sample Table of Contents from the current TPL recovery manual in  
Exhibit I-44. 

The TPL recovery processes developed and utilized by HMS for Special Needs Trust, Miller Trust, Pooled Trust and Annuity 
cases are consistently and efficiently applied. Our TPL recovery processes are applied and integrated by all HMS recovery 
units, such that the Trust Recovery process serves not only to maximize trust and annuity recoveries for the Agency, but also 
enhance and maximize casualty and estate recovery receipts through program coordination and integration. The HMS Trust 
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Recovery processes have been developed and are maintained in appropriate written workflows and process manuals as 
described below: 

 SNTs and Pooled Trusts: Once an SNT or Pooled Trust Recovery case has been identified by the Trust Services, if it 
appears that the trust has been or will be funded with settlement proceeds, notice of the trust is given immediately to the 
Casualty Unit for development of potential TPL. This is another clear demonstration of the seamless integration of services 
that HMS provides to the Agency. A Trust Recovery case file is established and maintained in Maestro and the Agency 
MES until recovery has been completed. HMS conducts monthly death data matches, including for trusts, to identify 
members who are beneficiaries of a trust and have died. Once identified as deceased, the claims file is valued and an 
Initial Notice of the payback claim amount is mailed to the trustee of record. A trust case where the member is deceased 
also will trigger the Estate Recovery Unit to set up a companion case for recovery from the estate as an integral part of the 
integration of our recovery services.  
Following 60 days from the issuance of the Initial Notice, the case is re-valued to include provider claims processed 
following the death of the member. A Final Notice of the payback claim amount is mailed to the trustee of record and 
periodic follow-up for payment is conducted until payment is received. As each step is completed, a case note is entered in 
Maestro, electronic copies attached to the case in Maestro, and case notes also are entered in MES. All documents are 
attached to the case in Maestro. HMS will attach the documents to the Agency MES provided it has the functionality to 
support the upload of such documentation. 

 Miller Trusts (QITs): Once a Miller Trust is established and forwarded to the Trust Unit from the eligibility division or notice 
of the existence of a QIT is received from any other source, a case file is established in Maestro and the Agency MES and 
maintained by the Trust Unit until recovery has been completed. HMS conducts monthly death data matches, including for 
trusts, to identify members who are beneficiaries of a QIT and have died. Once identified as deceased, the claims file is 
valued and notice of the Miller Trust payback claim amount is mailed to the trustee of record and periodic follow-up for 
payment is conducted until payment is received. A Miller Trust case where the member is deceased also triggers the 
Estate Recovery Unit to set up a companion case for recovery from the Estate as an integral part of the integration of HMS 
recovery services. As each step is completed a case note is entered in Maestro, electronic copies attached to the case in 
Maestro, and case notes also are entered into the Agency’s MES. All documents are attached to the case in Maestro. HMS 
will attach the documents to the Agency MES provided it has the functionality to support the upload of such 
documentation. 

 Annuities: Once an Annuity recovery case has been identified by the Trust Unit, a case file is established in Maestro and 
the MES and maintained by the Trust Unit until recovery has been completed. As soon as the annuity case is opened, the 
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Agency’s recovery claim is valued, necessary annuity forms completed, and the forms forwarded to the Agency for 
signature. At the same time, if required, a request for a certified copy of the needed Death Certificate is sent to Vital 
Records. When the signed forms and Death Certificate have been received by the Trust Unit, they are all immediately 
forwarded to the annuity company with a request for payment. As each step is completed, a case note is entered in 
Maestro, electronic copies attached to the case in Maestro, and case notes also are entered manually in the Agency MES. 
All documents are attached to the case in Maestro. HMS will attach the documents to the Agency MES provided it has the 
functionality to support the upload.  
Notice of termination of a trust also triggers Trust Services’ TPL recovery processes specified in the process manual 
provided to the Agency.  
If the HMS Trust Unit finds or is notified that an approved trust has terminated for any reason, an immediate referral is 
made to the Estate Recovery Services Unit. This referral is made to the Estate Recovery Services Unit for appropriate 
Estate Recovery efforts if the member beneficiary is deceased. 

These referrals could be at the time the trust is submitted if the beneficiary has already died, or it could happen at a later date; 
for example, through one of the monthly death matches HMS routinely performs with the Social Security death database as 
well as other sources.  

Regardless of the reason for trust termination, and in accordance with the written process manual, the Trust Unit promptly: 

 Values the case 

 Determines the total amount of medical assistance paid by the Agency, and 

 Notifies the trustee of the amount of the payback claim  

At the same time, the Estate Recovery Services Unit processes the case as a potential Estate Recovery lead. This integration 
generates recovery leads for Trust Recovery and Estate Recovery.  

The Estate Recovery and Trust Services Units perform a match each with the MES, SSA and Vital Statistics File to identify 
which members have died. If HMS has an established case, the process is to verify if a Miller Trust, Special Needs Trust, 
Pooled Trust, or Medicaid Annuity have been set up so that an updated lien valuation can be completed, and payback is 
requested. Payback starts with the Trust property first, since the trust payback is for all medical assistance received by the 
trust beneficiary during their lifetime; any remainder balance may become an asset of the Estate and make an otherwise 
exempt estate subject to Estate Recovery. If HMS determines that for any reason the pre-trust Casualty lien was not satisfied 
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prior to the establishment of the Trust, then this lien amount becomes subject to and is included in the payback valuation and 
recovery claim.  

 
 

 
 

 
  

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

28 Medicaid Qualifying Trusts (Special Needs, Miller and Pooled Trusts)- Describe in detail your process for identifying and 
pursuing potential TPL trust cases from lead sources which include but are not limited to the sources stated in Attachment H, 
Medicaid Qualifying Trusts (Special Needs, Miller and Pooled Trusts) Section, Requirement RECV34. 

A2
8 

Answer # 28 

Our response to requirement RECV34 describes our process for identifying and pursuing potential TPL trust cases from lead 
sources. 
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to supplement cases previously not reported to HMS/the Agency. A Death Notice prompts a payback valuation and 
institution of the Trust Recovery processes, including generation of a payback claim notice to the trustee for satisfaction of 
any outstanding Medicaid lien and payback claim amount.  

 Anonymous Sources: HMS receives calls from family members or neighbors reporting settlement funds or inquiring on 
property owned by the deceased member. HMS uses the information to research validity of the inquiry that may develop 
into a case. Protected health information (PHI) is protected and case information is not shared with unauthorized 
representatives unless a HIPAA authorization has been provided to allow for the communication.  

 Notification from the State’s Social Services Agency: Caseworkers are instructed to forward Death Notices as they are 
reported for termination of eligibility services. Currently, Georgia Medicaid instructs caseworkers to use approved notice 
forms (DMA 327) found in the Estate Recovery correspondence attachments that have HMS contact information for 
immediate lead development. In addition, the Trust Unit frequently receives trust inquiries and trust documents from the 
eligibility division and Agency caseworkers. HMS will leverage other State Agency documentation as appropriate.  

 Liens filed by HMS’ Attorney: HMS can reference cases developed within multiple units via our Maestro case 
management system. The resulting liens are signed by the HMS Staff Attorney and serve as an incentive for payback of 
the Casualty pre-settlement lien for the trust to be approved. 

 Telephone Calls, Faxes, and Emails: HMS has established and published telephone and fax numbers as well as specific 
email addresses for the Trusts, Casualty and Estates units, however the Trust Unit can easily route calls and emails as 
appropriate. 

 Notification from the Medicaid Fiscal Agent: HMS conducts claims review analysis from within the MES. Large paid 
claims are flagged for member follow-up and inquiry via an accident questionnaire. 

 Written Correspondence: Third parties including attorneys, insurance carriers, caseworkers, providers, and members 
already provide leads to our office. We are well known throughout the country and receive leads from the previously 
mentioned sources in states where we provide Trust Services.  

 Outreach to the Elder Bar Association: We perform outreach to the Elder Bar Association when providing services in 
new states to educate the attorneys on the program and provide our contact information or to familiarize them with the 
protocol for submitting cases to HMS.   
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Our Trust Services team’s general process is to have a Trust Unit Paralegal conduct the initial review of all trust agreements, 
and the final review and approval are done by our Trust Staff Attorney. All reviews and approvals will comply with Agency 
contractual requirements, approved workflow procedures, and written procedure manuals.  

See Answer # 25 for a more detailed explanation of the trust and annuity review and approval process. 

Exhibit I-45 illustrates the work steps that describe HMS’ integration of the Trust Unit with other HMS Recovery services on 
behalf of the Agency  
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 The interest of the state is protected.  

HMS has developed and utilizes written Accounting Review Guidelines and Protocols for the review of trust expenditures. 
These have been successfully applied for Georgia Medicaid and continue to be consistently and successfully applied by the 
HMS Trust Unit for other state Agency clients. 

The Trust Accounting Review Program developed and established by HMS includes: 

 Utilizing the approved workflow and matching approved correspondence library of checklists, letters, forms, and notices 

 Obtaining appropriate financial records from trustees of approved SNTs  

 Reviewing the financial records under applicable federal and state law and policy and the approved Guidelines and 
Protocol developed by HMS 

 Validating that all funds and assets placed in the trust for the benefit of the beneficiary remain accessible  

 Seeking justification for removal of any assets from the trust (i.e., potentially impermissible or inappropriate expenditures)  

 Applying the tests specified in the Trust Accounting Review Guidelines and Protocol, verifying that trust expenditures made 
during the accounting year under review meet the test for appropriateness, primary benefit to the Member, fair market 
value (FMV)/reasonability, and not being in violation of the trust agreement or law, policy or state guidelines 

The reviews of accountings and supporting information and documentation are completed in strict compliance with the 
underlying requirements of the contract between HMS and the Agency, and the Trust Accounting Review procedures and 
Trust Accounting Review Guidelines and Protocols, which include procedures for requesting and obtaining needed information 
and documentation. 

Upon completion of the review in accordance with the approved workflow, the accounting is either approved or recommended 
for denial. If approved, appropriate information is captured, and an Approval Notice is issued and processed as specified in 
the approved workflow. If denied, there are two processes by which the file can be transferred to the Agency’s Legal, 
depending on the reason for the suggested denial. Within each process, the recommendation for denial includes suggested 
recourse options. Recourse options may include correction of the action going forward, demand for recovery to the trust, cash 
reimbursement, re-titling of the asset back to the trust, and disenrollment of the beneficiary from Medicaid. The transfer 
includes a Denial Notice or Final Denial Notice prepared by the Trust Unit for signature by the appropriate individual 
designated by the Agency. Immediately upon approval, or upon receipt of the signed Denial or Final Denial from the 
Agency, as appropriate, the case file is attached to the existing trust case in Maestro in searchable electronic format 
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so that authorized staff of the Agency has immediate access to the complete file without needing to access a 
physical file. HMS will attach the documents to the MES provided it has the functionality to support the upload of such 
documentation. Following the attachment process, the accounting review case is entered into inventory control and 
maintained in the HMS case management system. 

The Trust Accounting Review process incorporates two main tracks: The Review Track, followed once complete and error-free 
financial information has been received for the fiscal year under review; and the Final Denial track, when there is a failure or 
refusal to provide complete and error-free information.  

The First Track process begins with an Agency-approved and preferred initial Notice to File Annual Inventory Update and 
Accounting. This Notice is sent out requesting that a trust accounting and inventory update be filed within 60 days of the 
anniversary date of the trust (i.e., the anniversary of the date of establishment of the trust). If the requested information is not 
received within the specified period, a Final Notice to File Annual Inventory Update and Accounting is sent requesting that the 
information be received within 30 days. If the information is not received within the additional 30 days, a Notice of Non-
Compliance informs the trustee that the information must be filed within 15 business days or a Final Denial Notice will issue 
and there will be no opportunity for reconsideration. 

If the trustee responds with information that is not complete or contains errors, a 
Deficiency Notice is generated along with a Deficiency Checklist that specifies the 
information that is needed or error(s) to be corrected and provides 30 days for the 
member to address the specified issues. If the trustee does not respond within 30 
days or responds with information that is not complete or contains errors, a Second 
Deficiency Notice and Checklist are generated providing a final 30 days to address 
the specified issues. If the trustee does not respond within 30 days or responds with 
information that still is not complete or contains errors, a Denial Notice is generated. 
The Denial Notice gives the trustee 15 days from the date of the Notice to request 
Reconsideration. 

Once complete and error-free inventory and accounting information has been received by HMS, an initial review is conducted, 
applying the criteria set forth in the guidelines prepared for and approved by the Agency. If the guidelines are met and no 
questionable expenditures are identified, an Approval Notice is generated. If, however, any questionable expenditures are 
identified, a Request for Justification of Expenditure is generated that includes an attached Justification Request Checklist 
specifying the questioned expenditures and the needed information that must be submitted within 30 days of the date of the 
Request. If information is received that adequately addresses the questions raised in conformity with the guidelines, an 

HMS has established processes for 
obtaining and reviewing financial 
records to verify expenditures 
made from the SNT on behalf of 
the Agency. Our industry best 
practices enable HMS and the 
Agency to accurately approve or 
deny accountings as appropriate. 
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Approval Notice is generated. If, however, the needed information is not received or the questions are not adequately 
addressed in conformity with the guidelines, the matter is forwarded to the appropriate individual designated by the Agency 
with recommendations as to what further action(s) could be taken. Recommendations that could be made include the 
following:  

 That the accounting be approved but with the condition that the trustee cease making the questioned expenditures 

 That the trustee reimburse the trust for an improper expenditure or re-title the asset into the name of the trust 

 That the beneficiary be disenrolled from Medicaid 

 That the matter be forwarded for further legal action, such as removal of the trustee or  

 That the matter be referred to the Agency’s Inspector General’s Office or Medicaid Fraud Unit 

ACCOUNTING REVIEW CRITERIA 

The criteria applicable to the Accounting Review process were developed initially by the HMS Trust Unit to fulfill the 
conceptual and contractual goals of our state Medicaid Agency clients and are established in the written guidelines referenced 
above. The General Review Criteria are described in Section III of the guidelines and the general protocol that is used in 
obtaining needed documentation is set forth in Section IV. Included in the protocol is a master four-part test to be applied in 
reviewing trust expenditures: 

 Member’s benefit: All trust expenditures must be made for the primary benefit of the member and not for other parties or 
family members; there must be an ascertainable benefit to the member for each trust expenditure. 

 Appropriateness: Expenditures must be appropriate (a) for the beneficiary given the beneficiary’s age, physical condition, 
lifestyle and needs, and (b) for the trust, given the size of the trust and the nature and availability of trust assets and 
income. 

 Consistency with trust guidelines and published policy: Expenditures must be consistent with guidelines stated in the 
trust document, and with published federal and state policy and the guidelines, as appropriate within the review criteria set 
forth in the guidelines. 

 FMV/reasonability: The amount of each trust expenditure must be consistent with the fair market value or cost of similar 
services/goods available in the marketplace at the time of purchase or acquisition and must be an amount that can be 
determined to reasonably meet the special needs of the beneficiary. 
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EXPENDITURES REQUIRING ADDITIONAL DETAIL 

HMS’ extensive experience has identified categories of trust expenditures that present particular compliance issues and 
therefore receive specific attention in the Accounting Review process. Expenditures in these categories can also raise issues 
of whether the expenditures are for the primary benefit of the beneficiary. Therefore, these categories of expenditures are 
examined not only through utilization of the master four-part test, but also through the application of additional, more rigorous 
criteria. Included in these categories are the following types of expenditures: 

 Trust expenditures not clearly for the sole benefit of the beneficiary 

 Caregiver wages 

 Housing expenses 

 Vehicle expenses 

 Egregious expenditures (as defined in the guidelines) 

The accounting from the trustee for these categories must be by way of a complete list of the individual expenditures in each 
category, showing, at a minimum, the date, amount, member, and purpose of each. The definition of “egregious expenditures” 
is established in Section V.F of the approved guidelines and includes but is not limited to an expenditure that exceeds 15% of 
trust assets, and/or demonstrates any of the following:  

 Shows no ascertainable benefit to the beneficiary 

 Benefits only someone other than the beneficiary 

 Inappropriate for the beneficiary given the beneficiary’s age, physical condition, lifestyle and needs, or clearly inappropriate 
for the trust, given the size of the trust and the nature and availability of trust assets and income 

 Clear violation of law, policy, and/or the guidelines 

 An amount that significantly exceeds FMV or cost of similar services/goods available in the marketplace at the time of 
purchase or acquisition 

 Clear violation of terms of the trust document 

 Clear abuse of trustee discretion and/or fiduciary standards 
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 An amount that significantly and unreasonably dissipates trust assets 

In addition, HMS creates various reports that provide a detailed description of the status of trust accounting reviews. HMS also 
makes recommendations for corrective action for trust expenditures the Trust Unit determines to be noncompliant. We 
customize this library to the needs of our state Trust Services clients.  

Please see Exhibits I-46 and I-47 below for examples of Georgia Medicaid-approved correspondence items used by the 
Trust Unit that reflect notifying trustees of accounting requirements in the Georgia Medicaid preferred format and method. 
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Confidential and Proprietary 
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 General guidance on appropriate and inappropriate SNT and Pooled Trust expenditures 

 General criteria and tests to be utilized in the financial review of trust expenditures 

 Identification and treatment of egregious expenditures 

The Trust Accounting Review portion of the HMS Model Administrative Rules is embodied in the approved form of the Trust 
Accounting Review Guidelines and Protocol. A shortened version in the form of the Guide for Trustees for Preparing 
Accountings is included with all trust and trust accounting draft approval and final approval notices. Recommended policy and 
rule changes and improvements are made whenever an issue with a policy or rule is identified, or at any time requested by the 
Agency. Additionally, the Trust Unit has drafted and delivered to Georgia Medicaid a form for the Special Needs Trust 
prepared by the Director of the Trust Unit, an HMS Staff Attorney.  

Since the establishment of HMS Trust Services, the Trust Unit has produced and delivered numerous memos to state 
Medicaid Agencies: 

 Particular Trust Review and Trust Accounting Review cases 

 Best practices on how to value a life estate 

 Whether to use the gross or net value of an estate for Estate Recovery purposes 

 The impact of the decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court in Arkansas Dept. of Health and Human Services v. Ahlborn, 547 
U.S. 268 (2006) and Wos v. E.M.A., 569 U.S. 627 (2013) regarding settlement allocations on lien recoveries (related to 
SNT cases) 

 Talking points to be used in conference with CMS 

 Official Trust Accounting Review Guidelines and Protocols  

 Opinion memos regarding particular Trust Review and Trust Accounting Review cases 

Response memos to Georgia Medicaid and other State agencies as requested, including regarding ABLE and, the Georgia 
ABLE/STABLE Program  

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

33 Medicaid Qualifying Trusts (Special Needs, Miller and Pooled Trusts)- Describe in detail your process for establishing 
recovery case files in a system as defined by the agency, e.g., Medicaid Enterprise System, after receipt of a lead and 
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laws, policies, rules and the SSA Program Operations Manual System (POMS) relating to trusts, to attorneys, specialty 
sections of the Georgia Bar and the bars of other States where we provide Trust Services, such as the Elder Law and the 
Estate Planning and Probate sections, probate court judges, trustees, and social services agency supervisors and 
caseworkers, as well as others as requested by the Agency. We recognize that this is especially important when changes to 
law or policy relating to SNTs occurs. 

Our Trust outreach program is an essential component of HMS’ Trust Services solution. All members of HMS Trust Services 
participate in these activities and are available to and actively participate in fielding and answering SNT, QIT and Pooled Trust 
and annuity questions received from attorneys and probate judges.  

Since establishment of HMS Trust Services, Trust Services staff members have actively presented and provided education 
and training to attorneys and probate court judges, including training materials, at the national and state level, and continue to 
present, on the Trust Services Programs to the public, the bar, social services agency, and other organizations. Examples 
include: 

 The Georgia Fiduciary Law Institute 

 The annual Georgia Elder Law and Special Needs Trust programs 

 The Augusta Estate Planning Council 

 The Savannah Estate Planning Council 

 The Macon Estate Planning Council 

 The Montgomery Estate Planning and Probate Council 

 The Elder Law Sections of the Georgia Bar and Atlanta Bar 

 Quarterly Meeting of the Georgia ADRC, December 4, 2018 (sample attached) 

 The Elder Law Section of the Alabama Bar 

 The Elder Law Section of the North Carolina Bar 

 Annual Training of the North Carolina Superior Court Clerks 

 The Estate Planning and Probate Section of the Atlanta Bar 
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c. Covered service requirements of the Medical Assistance Program 

d. Payments limited by Supplemental Security Income eligibility 

e. Payments prohibited except for full value 

f. Termination for impossibility of administration 

g. Termination on death of beneficiary 

The trusts authorized by federal law comprise three types of Special Needs Trusts (SNTs): Special Needs Trusts (SNT), Miller 
or Qualified Income Trusts (QIT), and Pooled Trusts. In some states these trusts are “(d) (4) (A),” “(d) (4) (B),” and “(d) (4) (C)” 
trusts after the statutory provisions of 42 USC § 1396p that authorize them. To qualify for the Special Needs Trust exception to 
the federal Medicaid and SSI transfer of asset rule, all three types must contain a provision that at termination of the trust, all 
remaining trust property must be applied first to reimburse or pay back the state for all medical assistance received by the 
trust beneficiary. The only exceptions are certain specified costs of trust administration and taxes. This is one of required 
standards that must be applied when reviewing a SNT that has been sent to the state Medicaid Agency for review and 
approval. For this reason, these trusts are also commonly referred to as “payback” trusts. 

These are the trusts that Agency policy requires be reviewed and approved by the Trust Unit with final review and approval by 
the HMS staff attorney. All trust reviews follow the Agency Medicaid policies and procedures, state and federal trust laws and 
regulations, and all policy for all trust reviews. This includes the federal statute found at 42 U.S.C. § 1396p, SSA’s POMS 
Manual § SI 01120.203, the CMS State Medicaid Manual, Part 3, § 3257, and the published Agency Medicaid Manual.  

Please see Answer # 25 and Answer # 29 for a more extensive review of the HMS Trust Services trust review process.  
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Included in the initial review process is the identification of any of the following criteria as specified by the Agency, as 
appropriate to the type of trust being reviewed, as well as requirements of federal law, state law, and the SSA POMS: 

 Income Payments 

 Principal Payments 

 Covered services requirements of the Medical Assistance Program 

 Payments Limited by Supplemental Security Income Eligibility 

 Payments Prohibited Except for Full Value 

 Termination for Impossibility of Administration 

 Termination on Death of Beneficiary 

 Article XII – Reliance by Third Parties on trustee authority, policy and federal law 

 Savings Clause 

HMS is aware that the Agency may at all times require additional review by the Agency's attorney of any trust and require 
additional research and review. 

If the review process is completed and the HMS Staff Attorney determines that the trust is not approvable for any reason, or 
that the underlying issue cannot be resolved with the person who submitted the trust or the drafting attorney, an Agency-
approved Denial Notice from the Trust Document Library is prepared and forwarded to the Agency for signature. The Denial 
Notice consists of a letter and accompanying Deficiency Checklist that specifies the reason(s) for issuance of the Denial 
Notice. Upon return of the signed Denial Notice from the Agency, it becomes a part of the electronic file in Maestro, and is 
sent to the attorney of record or, the person who submitted the trust. Appropriate case notes are entered into Maestro and 
entered in MES. Since there is a right of appeal of a denial, HMS closes the case in Maestro and MES until such time as the 
staff attorney is notified by the Agency of the results of the appeal.  

To facilitate trust reviews, HMS Trust Services has compiled an HMS Trust Services Document Library for trust projects that 
standardizes correspondence documents for both trust and annuity purposes to eliminate questions and confusion and to 
streamline the overall process. This library, an integral component of our Maestro case management system, contains a 
variety of documents including:  
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 Trust approval notice. Issued when the trust document has been reviewed, all supporting documentation 
received, and verification completed that the trust meets all legal requirements and does not include any 
unallowable provisions. The notice also notifies the trustee of accounting requirements, due date for 
accountings, and includes the Trustee Guide discussed below. 

 Initial notice of payback claim. Issued as soon as HMS receives notice of trust termination, we use this document to 
notify trustees and their representatives of the approximate claim amount that is owed to Medicaid. 

 Final notice of payback claim. HMS uses this document to provide trustees and their representatives the specific 
amount of the payback claim. 

 Statement of Claim/No Claim. Used for annuity cases, the statement verifies whether there is a Medicaid claim 
against the annuity, and if so, the amount of the claim. 

 Client-approved outreach correspondence and materials. HMS uses these documents to educate trustees, the state 
and local bar associations, professional organizations, and other entities about trust program requirements 

 Trustees’ Guide. This document developed by HMS Trust Services contains general information for trustees on how to 
prepare accountings for filing with the Trust Unit and appropriate distributions. The HMS Trustee Guide provides trustees 
with information on what to include in an accounting and what attachments are needed. It also serves as a “reminder” to 
trustees on determining what is or is not an appropriate trust expenditure and provides specific information on the trust 
payback requirement. The HMS Trustee Guide is attached to all trust approval notices as well as all accounting requests 
and approval notices.  

In response to changes in program rules and/or regulations, or as HMS deploys new services, we update our Trust Services 
Document Library to reflect current policies, or create new documents and submit for approval, as necessary.  

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

39 Medicaid Qualifying Trusts (Special Needs, Miller and Pooled Trusts) Describe in detail how you will maintain an accounts 
receivable system to capture and report trust recovery activities as stated in Attachment H, Medicaid Qualifying Trusts 
(Special Needs, Miller and Pooled Trusts) Section, Requirement RECV48. 

A3
9 

Answer # 39 
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receivable system described in detail in Answer # 39 above, and the posting process described in detail in Answer # 36 are 
utilized to process the recovery.  

Using Georgia STABLE as an example, Agency policy includes the following provisions for when an account holder dies: 
 The account becomes part of the account holder’s estate.  

 The estate administrator notifies STABLE and can take over account access. 
 There is no designated transfer upon death. 
 Account will go through normal probate process. 

 If Beneficiary was on Medicaid, Medicaid can ask for payback, but subject to: 
g) Pay any outstanding bills for QDEs 
h) Pay for funeral and burial expenses 
i) Deduct Medicaid Buy-In premiums 

 Medicaid Payback is only from date the account was opened. 

The Trust Unit follows a protocol that was established by the Agency for the handling of STABLE recoveries when the first 
Agency STABLE recovery case came into existence due to the death of the STABLE account holder. Under that protocol, 
upon receipt of notice of the death of the beneficiary, the Agency rather than the Trust Unit issues a claim letter to STABLE 
signed by the Agency Inspector General and which includes a printout of the applicable claims paid by Medicaid. The claim 
letter was developed for the Agency in collaboration with our HMS Staff Attorney. A copy of the claim letter and printout is 
provided to the Trust Unit, which immediately opens a STABLE case in Maestro and the TPL Case Tracking context of the 
Agency MES. Initial case notes are entered in Maestro and entered into the MES case. As the recovery case progresses, 
contemporaneous case notes are entered in Maestro and entered in the Agency MES. Please see Answer # 33 for more detail 
on how all recovery cases, including STABLE, are established and updated in the Maestro case management system and the 
Agency MES within far less than the 30-day time frame required by the Agency. 

Immediately upon receipt of the claim letter from Agency, the Trust Unit coordinates with STABLE to determine the amount in 
the account that is subject to recovery and arranges for payment to be sent directly to the Trust Unit. When the payment is 
received, the established trust account receivable system described in detail in Answer # 39 previously, and the posting 
process described in detail in Answer # 36 are utilized to process the recovery. 
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2. Comparison of the new contract terms and requirements with the existing processes and procedures 
3. Complete the gap analysis between the new and old contract terms and requirements 
4. Establish a project plan to address each gap 
5. Produce weekly status and progress reports on closing the gaps 
6. Confirm closure of gaps and compliance with new contract terms and requirements 
7. Implementation completed / Go Live 

2. NEW ESTATE RECOVERY SUPPLIER IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
When starting as a new Estate Recovery Supplier, there are several additional and more difficult steps associated with taking 
over the existing leads and cases, but also performing outreach to the legal community and probate courts to inform them of 
the Agency’s new Supplier. We provide an outline of these steps as follows: 

1. Takeover of existing cases from the outgoing Supplier 
a. Develop a detailed understanding of the outgoing Supplier’s case management output and data structure 
b. Develop a data mapping plan to extract case data from the outgoing Supplier’s case management system and 

then import that data into HMS’ case management system 
c. Develop a file transfer plan to move and link any images, correspondence, and other items to HMS’ case 

management system 
d. Determine the volume of historical case data to transfer 
e. Initiate and complete the process of transferring data and files of open and closed cases from the outgoing 

Supplier to HMS 
2. Outreach and communication to the legal community and executors of open cases 

a. Develop an open case listing by attorney and executor, then communicate with each that the Agency has a 
new Estate Recovery Supplier and provide the new contact information for the existing cases and any new 
cases 

b. Develop an outreach plan for the state legal community 
i. Present at Bar meetings and publish updates in Bar newsletters 
ii. Send communication, such as letters and brochures, to available listings of probate attorneys 
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c. Update the Agency’s website with HMS’ contact information 
d. Develop mail, fax, and telephone forwarding with the outgoing Estate Recovery Supplier 

i. Any attorney or executor continuing to send information to the outgoing Supplier will receive additional 
outreach to inform them of the new Supplier. This process will continue until the outgoing Supplier no 
longer receives case information, or until their run-out period with the Agency ends. 

3. Development of the case setup and management business rules, processes, and procedures 
a. Thorough review of the contract terms and requirements 
b. Programming of the business rules, workflow, and timelines into the HMS case management system 
c. Programming of the outgoing correspondence into the HMS case management system 
d. Check that the open cases received from the outgoing Supplier are inserted into the correct phases of the 

workflow to manage the case correctly to completion 
e. Monitor that new cases are entering the correct phase of the workflow to manage the case correctly to 

completion 
f. Develop the necessary reporting to monitor the process and help ensure that all requirements are being met 

4. Produce weekly status and progress reports 
5. Confirm compliance with contract terms and requirements 
6. Implementation complete / Go Live 

Maintenance and Processing of Existing TPL Estate Recovery Cases 

HMS will develop new Estate Recovery leads and maintain existing TPL Estate Recovery cases. We manage the Estate 
Recovery process end to end, from lead development to establishing and managing a case through recovery and reporting. 
We are sensitive to the nature of Estate Recovery and will continue to use a “high-touch” approach when working through the 
process with the Agency and its members.  

Where we are already the Estate Recovery Supplier, HMS can help ensure a seamless transition of existing cases under a 
new contract. All current active Estate Recovery cases are already loaded in Maestro, our web-based case management tool, 
and work can continue seamlessly under a new contract with no transition down time.  

Exhibit I-48 provides a high-level view of HMS’ results-driven Estate Recovery process, while the following sections describe 
our approach and process to meeting the Agency’s scope of work in detail. 
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Exhibit I-48 HMS Estate Recovery Process 
Our process has been developed and refined through our work performing these services for 13 states. 

 
 

IDENTIFY LEADS 
HMS identifies new Estate Recovery cases by processing leads through various lead sources as described in detail in the 
subsequent sections, including but not limited to: (1) our established network of nursing homes that send in referrals when 
members die, (2) notice to creditors received from estate attorneys and personal representatives, (3) data matching with our 
national death database, (4) Agency eligibility data, and (5) notifications from county caseworkers. 
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IDENTIFY CASES THROUGH REFERRALS 
To support the ongoing financial viability of Medicaid programs, numerous nursing facilities throughout the State and country 
refer new Medicaid member death records as potential Estate Recovery opportunities to the Agency. These referrals are 
made when a person or entity discovers that a deceased person had been receiving assistance from Medicaid for long-term 
care preceding their death or the Agency is named as a beneficiary on the member’s trust account or plan. 

To maximize referrals, HMS works to educate organizations and other stakeholders about the Estate Recovery program 
requirements, including the courts, county assessor and recorder offices, elder law and probate attorneys, funeral homes, and 
nursing home providers. As part of its established outreach program, HMS develops and presents informational sessions on 
Estate Recovery at professional association seminars such as the state Bar, Probate Judge’s Association and Area Agencies 
of Aging and at Department of Family and Children Services offices in the State. These sessions provide valuable education 
and contact information to facilitate identification of member deaths and the need and requirements for providing death 
notices. They also enable us to provide contact information for the submission of referrals, such as death notices. For 
example, HMS provides training to over 159 Department of Family and Children Services offices throughout the State of 
Georgia on the death notification process. 

HMS has established a national and state-specific referral network that enhances our identification of Estate Recovery cases. 
Through our comprehensive referral networks, our Estate Recovery team receives and processes case referrals to identify 
opportunities for recovery. 

Estate Recovery referrals can come from any source. We currently receive Estate Recovery referrals from the following key 
sources: 

• Attorney correspondence 

• Notice to creditors 

• Casualty referrals/wrongful death cases 

• Referrals from local county offices, 
probate notices, and obituaries 

• Long-term care facilities 

• Families 

• Trustees 

• Annuity Companies 

• Anonymous sources 

• Government agencies 

• Executors/ personal 
representatives 

• Guardians/Conservators 

• Real estate investors 

• Real property research by 
caseworkers 
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Exhibit I-49 provides a sample educational brochure distributed to Personal Representatives and family members.  

 

HMS will continue to deliver training to State and county eligibility office staff as requested by the Agency to improve the 
effectiveness of the referral process and improve the information given to the public on Estate Recovery by county-level staff. 

Confidential and Proprietary 
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IDENTIFY CASES THROUGH DATA MATCHING 
HMS begins the process by matching Medicaid eligibility files against our national death database which is comprised of 
numerous sources that may indicate that a Medicaid member has died. We use an advanced data match approach that 
applies logic and analyses to identify deceased Medicaid members that cursory match processes may not detect. These data 
matches are performed early in the process to identify opportunities prior to disbursement of estate assets. By proactively 
identifying cases, rather than waiting to receive notification after recoverable assets may have been sold or transferred from 
the estate, we protect potential recoveries and maximize results for the Agency. 

We also use these files to track cases in deferral status (e.g., surviving spouse, minor or disabled child) that will expire at the 
end of an exemption. When the Estate Recovery deferral status changes, we resume recovery activities against estates that 
previously qualified for a deferral. 

We have effectively completed all Estate Recovery requirements in a timely manner in our past and current contracts with 
Georgia Medicaid and we will continue to meet all contractual requirements under a new contract, so that implementation 
goes smoothly and rapidly. Our in-place resources and established relationships with project stakeholders guarantee that 
HMS can provide reliable and immediate results. Most importantly, the Agency can continue to trust HMS to provide a 
thorough and most innovative Estate Recovery solution. 

OPEN CASES 
New leads identified by our data match processes are opened as new cases in Maestro, to begin the Estate Recovery 
process. Our HMS caseworkers coordinate with stakeholders to obtain the information needed to assess cases and initiate 
recovery when appropriate as well as researching assets and probate for themselves. 

If the name of the owner of the real property and/or the address of the real property matches to any of the variations of name 
or address belonging to the Medicaid member, we open an Estate Recovery case. HMS’ Estate Recovery team individually 
verifies each case of real property ownership and pursues the case for recovery if the asset is determined to belong to the 
Medicaid member. 
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VERIFY CASES AND CALCULATE CLAIM AMOUNT 
We use many methods to identify cases in which the deceased Medicaid member owns real property and to help ensure 
statutory and regulatory criteria are met. Our Estate Recovery protocols identify the maximum number of cases that are 
eligible for lien filing if the Agency decides to place liens at some point and file estate claims. 

We also confirm whether probate or non-probate assets are available for recovery. HMS’ Estate Recovery team verifies each 
eligible member’s real property ownership and pursues the case for recovery if the asset belongs to the Medicaid member and 
is not excluded for reasons such as the property is tribal property or the value falls below the approved threshold.  

Depending on the state, HMS will review the state eligibility systems to see if ownership of the property was disclosed when 
enrollment took place. Next, we will apply our data matching methodology to a variety of data files to identify non-disclosed 
real property and additional assets. These searches include: 

• County Assessor's information 

• Real Property records 

• Court filing data/records 

• Accurint, LexisNexis, and other relevant tools 

• Our caseworkers verify each identified asset to make sure the estate claim or lien is accurately filed. If our comprehensive 
asset identification match processes or secondary manual review do not locate any assets and there is no estate opened, 
HMS closes the case. We will record the events related to asset identification in Maestro to create a clear audit trail of the 
case activity. 

FILE CLAIM AGAINST THE ESTATE 
After the case has been valued, HMS generates a series of documents to protect the Agency’s interest in the property. These 
documents include: 

• Notice of Intent – We send the Claim and Estate recovery questionnaire to the personal representative, attorney, or family 
representative  

• A Claim Against the Estate is filed with the applicable court 

• A Notice of the Claim or Net Claim Letter against the Estate to the personal representative or their attorney  
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MANAGE CASES 
Caseworkers monitor the Estate Recovery process by requesting case status updates; exemption, deferral, waiver, and 
reduction information; researching asset information; and determining the value of the estate subject to recovery (after other 
expenses and claims with higher priority have been first deducted per probate law). Once a claim has been filed, HMS may 
use public and private record searches to determine assets by reviewing the estate inventory, documents from estate 
proceedings, closing statements from casualty cases, researching online property appraisal records, and computerized asset 
searches. Correspondence from heirs and others may be reviewed, as well as other documents, including deeds to real 
property, bank statements, property appraisals, or stock information. 

Additionally, we confirm whether an exemption, deferral waiver or compromise request for undue hardship has been 
requested. During implementation and throughout the contract, we establish processes based on each Agency’s criteria for 
hardship waivers. When we receive the written request for the exemption or hardship request, our caseworkers review it to 
confirm that it is complete and that all required documentation is attached. If not, they reach out to the family to have them 
supplement the application.  

After receipt, we review the exemption, deferral, or hardship waiver documentation for accuracy and completeness. If any 
information is incomplete or supporting documentation missing, we follow up with the applicant for the additional information 
and documents and advise them of the required time frame for submission. Once all supporting documentation and 
information is received, we can then make the final determination in accordance with established Agency processes. We also 
work with the Agency to review cases that are outside approved program guidelines for hardship consideration. If the hardship 
request is granted, we will close our case and release any claims or liens filed and notify the family. If the hardship request is 
denied, we will also notify the family of the decision. 

Cases are also reviewed to verify that the real and personal property gross value meet the Agency’s minimum recovery 
thresholds as applicable.  

High priority items and legal correspondence are put in the supervisor’s high priority inbox for immediate review. This includes 
items such as Hardship Waiver Forms, Demand Letters, Notice of Hearings, Appeals or any legal proceedings. We notify the 
Agency in the event of attempted service of legal process within two business days. The established procedure is to forward 
any notice of hearings along with the file correspondence within two business days of receipt to the Agency’s Legal 
Department. 
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with Medicaid programs to implement effective TEFRA lien programs pursuant to federal and state law. Our TEFRA Lien 
process includes the following case process steps:  

• TEFRA Lien Case Identification  

• Case review assessment and confirmation a TEFRA Lien can be filed 

• Medicaid paid claim valuation 

• Check receipt, deposits and posting 

• Case closing 

• Program reporting 

We also take care to verify liens are placed only on proper cases that are eligible for placement per individual state 
regulations, when there is not a reasonable expectation that the member will return home from the nursing facility. HMS 
understands that this process is not currently implemented with Georgia Medicaid. We also understand that Georgia Medicaid 
reserves the right to request implementation of the TEFRA program upon written notification from the Agency to HMS. We will 
collaborate with the Agency to outline the implementation steps and a reasonable time frame after notification from the 
Agency.  

HMS stands ready to assist the Agency in the development and implementation of an effective (TEFRA pre-death lien 
program that meets legal and Agency requirements should the Agency desire to initiate the program. If the Agency chooses to 
initiate a TEFRA Lien program, HMS will work with the Agency to develop a reasonable implementation timeline that 
incorporates the needed elements including an HMS attorney supervising the preparation, review and filing of the TEFRA 
Liens in the appropriate probate court and local Agency offices in the counties where the property is located and providing 
proper notification to all required parties. All TEFRA Lien filings will be drafted utilizing forms approved by our attorney and in 
compliance with State and federal law. Our team will provide a list of cases with liens prepared for the attorney to review and 
approve before the liens are sent out.   

Once it has been determined that the member is an institutionalized individual who cannot reasonably be expected to be 
discharged and return home, we will confirm State and federal requirements are met to appropriately file a TEFRA Lien, which 
includes: 

• Confirming the paid medical assistance under the Estate Recovery program to date 

• Verifying following persons are not living in the home:  
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 Member’s spouse 
 Member’s child or children under 21 years old  
 Member’s disabled child of any age 
 Member’s sibling with an equity interest in the home who has lived in the home for at least one year before the member 

received at home or institutionalized services 
 Any additional restrictions found in State statutes/regulations 

In addition to filing the lien in the Superior County Court where the real property is located, we will also prepare and file a 
TEFRA Lien with the Probate Court for applicable Estate Recovery cases within 30 days, or a time frame specified by the 
Agency, from the notification date of the case.  

If the member is discharged from the institution and returns home, HMS will release the TEFRA lien as required under State 
and federal law. 

This process will secure the Agency’s interests within applicable time limits. We will send notification to the proper impacted 
parties including the member and their personal representative. 

HMS supports the Agency’s potential usage of TEFRA Liens to help strengthen its Estate Recovery program and we realize 
the challenges required to successfully implement this recovery process which could include supporting the Agency at 
administrative hearings. An effective TEFRA Lien program can increase recoveries significantly, since the Estate Recovery 
claim is secured by a lien on the Medicaid member’s interest in the real property, making the property much less likely to be 
transferred improperly and ensuring its availability as a recoverable asset after the death of the member. Securing a lien on 
the property while the member is still in the nursing home or other long term care facility prevents family members or other 
owners from selling the property without determining the lien amount due and obtaining a release, as they may not be aware 
of the Estate Recovery program. The lien also secures the property in place until after the death of the member when the 
probate process can occur, and the Estate Recovery claim may then be recovered. 
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the Estate Recovery team current as to the date of case settlement. All follow-up activities are updated in the MES case-
tracking panel. 

USING MAESTRO TO MONITOR CASE STATUS 
Through a variety of different screens in Maestro, including those for case history and case summary, caseworkers can 
maintain electronic case files, track cases in each stage, and manage necessary tasks and activities. 

Maestro creates reminders for tasks for follow-up by the Estate Recovery team by automatically generating tasks in the Estate 
Recovery caseworker’s action queue. As a team member reviews and acts on each reminder task, Maestro updates the 
status, indicating the date and specific action taken. To assist in meeting deadlines, Maestro’s tickler system shows the next 
task along with its completion timeline. Each active case will have at least one upcoming task associated with it until the case 
is closed. 

As tasks are completed and status updated, the case moves through the various stages of the process. Maestro’s reporting 
capabilities allow caseworkers to review cases and take necessary action, depending on the status of the case. For quality 
management, supervisors and other management personnel review caseworkers’ activities and outstanding case tasks 
periodically to help ensure case review and tasks are performed in a timely manner. 
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HMS will submit legal claims and lien filing documentation to HMS’ Staff Attorney(s). If there is a subsequent action in the 
probate court, HMS’ attorney will assist the Agency. If the Trustee remits payment without legal action, HMS will notate, 
collect, and track the payment. Our in-house counsel is experienced in Estate Recovery. Legal and lien filings for the Agency 
will be drafted utilizing forms approved by our attorney and in compliance with State law. Our team will then provide a list of 
cases with claims/liens prepared for the attorney to review before the claims/liens are sent out.  

The HMS in-house counsel is also available to review and respond to issues or disputes that arise during the Estate Recovery 
process. In the event that our team cannot successfully resolve the issue, we will forward the case information and 
background to the Agency for review. If litigation or probate is required, HMS will transfer the case to the Special Assistant 
Attorney General (SAAG) and assist the SAAG in developing the case file and proving the claim. If the case is transferred to 
SAAG, we will not track, collect, or process the payment.  

PAYMENT TRACKING AND POSTING 
When HMS receives payments for an estate case, our Estate Recovery caseworker reviews the payment thoroughly to verify 
that the estate tendered the correct payment amount.  

If the amount is correct, the caseworker posts the payment in Maestro, sends the release letter to the personal representative, 
and releases the claim filed against the estate with the court and the lien against the real property should one exist. The 
Estate Recovery claim is satisfied when HMS, on behalf of the State, receives payment from the estate proceeds in 
accordance with the law and priority of payment of estate claims. In circumstances where the payment received is less than 
the amount expected, we contact the personal estate representative or attorney to obtain more information regarding the 
outstanding payment, logging this activity in Maestro. We also retain copies of the checks and supporting documents in 
Maestro for audit purposes.  

We will conduct banking procedures based on Agency guidelines for financial transactions management. Our standard 
collection process includes: 

• Managing payment receipt on estate claims 

• Specifying that checks should be made payable to the Agency and providing the address in our correspondence. If a 
check is received with a different payee then we will contact the payer and request reissuance. 

• Verifying that the amount of the check matches the most recent amount in the system. A claims review will be done before 
accepting the check for deposit to verify that no additional claims have been paid since the last valuation. Once an amount 
is provided, payment for that amount will be accepted if payment is within 30 days of the letter. 
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• Processing payments and creating and submitting to the Agency a report that describes the payments and check 
information that accompanies the checks. The Agency will review, verify, and sign off on the report in accordance with 
established procedures set up with the Agency and HMS. 

• Preparing a monthly report of all deposits and posting activity 

• Using Maestro case management system, capturing the following data elements required for posting: 
 Member’s name and ID number  
 Check amount and check number 
 Date of deposit  
 Case settlement type (e.g., probate/family settlement/bank recovery/funeral home recovery/trust/nursing home) 

The HMS Staff Attorney will assist and update the Agency about any subsequent actions in the probate court, e.g., a dispute 
of the amount due or the amount of assets in the estate or the recovery of specific assets. Exhibit I-54 depicts Maestro’s 
payment information screen. 
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 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

42 Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP)- Describe in detail your process for achieving all requirements stated in 
Attachment H, Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP) Section, Requirements RECV60-RECV73. 

A4
2 

Answer # 42 

The following responses to requirements RECV60 through RECV73 describe in detail our ability to meet the stated 
requirements. 

With over 24 consecutive years of operating Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP) programs and currently operating in 
nine states, HMS has an unmatched level of experience and expertise in the design and operation of HIPP programs. 
Throughout the following answers, we describe in detail how we perform each step in the HIPP process on a timely basis and 
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 Performing continuous system enhancements to verify that our team members follow cost-savings and policy benefit-level 
criteria 

 Evaluating and improving our processes and procedures to quickly process information and updates to maintain the value 
of our services 

HMS operates in a state of constant innovation to meet our clients’ evolving needs and applies the appropriate processes to 
achieving cost savings. Best practices are not simply those we devise; the primary driver is our state agency’s needs. To 
ensure that the administration of the HIPP program continues to meet the Agency’s requirements and expectations, we are 
committed to responding to requests for process improvement that provide the continued cost-effectiveness and efficiency of 
the program.  

One example of a process improvement we worked closely on with Georgia Medicaid was incorporating Patient Funding 
Alternative (PFA) referrals into the HIPP and CHIPRA programs. PFA works within hospital systems in the state of Georgia 
and reaches out to Georgia Medicaid members who are about to receive services. PFA sends employment information to our 
HIPP and CHIPRA units for our trained caseworkers to determine if the member has access to cost-effective insurance. If the 
member has access to cost-effective insurance, they are enrolled into the program and any claims incurred by the member 
are cost avoided by the agency. 

Another example of a process improvement we have developed revolves around expanding our internal data-mining 
techniques to add additional cost savings during these unprecedented economic times. With rising unemployment rates due to 
COVID-19, HMS has begun to provide additional cost savings to our clients by identifying members who have amassed claims 
paid by a state Medicaid Agency during a potential COBRA enrollment period. We accomplish this by analyzing internal data 
feeds containing Agency claim information and identifying members who have a large claim spend when their Employer 
Sponsored Insurance (ESI) coverage ended within the COBRA election period.  

Our caseworkers will outreach to these potential HIPP members and determine if the member is eligible for COBRA coverage 
through their previous employer and whether COBRA coverage is cost-effective for the HIPP program. If both conditions are 
met, our caseworkers will work with the member(s) to enroll them into COBRA coverage to cost avoid any future claims the 
member(s) may incur.  

We will continue to refine and develop new data-mining techniques that we will share with the Agency throughout the course 
of a new contract period. Prior to implementing any new sources to the HIPP program, HMS will provide the Agency with 
details on how members will be selected, the type of outreach and when it will occur. Additional details on the development of 
our outreach program are provided in the response to RECV65. 
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PROCESSING REFERRALS WITHIN THIRTY 30 CALENDAR DAYS OF 
RECEIPT 
SUBMITTED APPLICATIONS 
After receipt of a HIPP application, our team will review the information before uploading case data into PIER and creating an 
electronic case file. When a paper application is received, we will scan and index the documentation, attaching it to the case. 
We will continually strive to process applications as soon as possible, within 30 days after receiving all necessary supporting 
documentation to determine appropriateness for HIPP enrollment. 

VALIDATING INSURANCE COVERAGE AND PREMIUMS 
We queue cases in our system based on whether the applicant has access to ESI or has self-attested to being enrolled in ESI. 
If the applicant supplies active policy information, we will verify the health insurance policy and premium data with the 
policyholder’s insurance carrier and/or employer. We perform telephone, fax, and batch verification processes with applicable 
carriers. When HMS needs to obtain both premium and coverage data from the employer, as this information is necessary for 
cost-effectiveness determinations, we will use approved correspondence to contact Human Resources personnel, particularly 
in cases for which the employer cannot verbally release information. If an applicant indicates potential access to insurance, we 
work with the policyholder and employer to identify options to enroll the Medicaid member(s) and his/her family into a cost-
effective plan. 

RESEARCHING PLAN AND POLICY INFORMATION 
Reviewing several criteria, such as covered services and deductibles, helps us ensure that health insurance carriers’ policies 
meet the basic Agency-required benefit levels so that Medicaid pays the minimum as a secondary payer. Our HIPP 
caseworkers will obtain detailed information regarding policy limitations, exclusions to enrollment, covered services (e.g., 
pharmacy services, practitioner services, Durable Medical Equipment, inpatient hospital services, home health services), 
coinsurance, deductibles, co-payments, and out of pocket (OOP) maximums.  
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We will collect and maintain relevant plan data, including tier (e.g., individual, individual plus spouse, individual plus children), 
rate, employer and employee contributions, and open-enrollment dates in PIER. Retaining comprehensive employer-plan data 
in a repository limits contact to an employer for updated plan information to once per year, during the Open Enrollment period.  

If our team needs additional information to process a member’s application, an HMS caseworker will ask the applicant to 
provide additional documentation, including identification number (ID), employer information, policy coverage, and premium 
costs. Exhibit I-55 provides an example of the correspondence we send to request this information. 
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Our process leverages the most up-to-date information in the cost-effective determination process and enrolling members 
onto the HIPP program where it is economical for the State. 

Exhibit I-56 illustrates a sample cost-effectiveness–determination process integrated within PIER detailing the estimated cost 
savings for the Agency. 
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STEP 2. DETERMINING THE OUTREACH MESSAGE FOR EACH STAKEHOLDER GROUP 
The outreach messaging for each stakeholder group will be different, as the messaging will be tailored to each group’s specific 
benefits. Members will be informed on how the HIPP program gives them the benefits of commercial insurance and Medicaid. 
Agency caseworkers will be informed on how the HIPP program creates significant savings for the Agency and the state. 
Employers will be informed of their legal obligation to support the Agency’s efforts to enroll the member in the employer’s 
health insurance program, and providers are informed of their opportunity to receive higher payments for their services from 
commercial insurance.  

STEP 3. METHOD AND FREQUENCY OF THE OUTREACH FOR EACH STAKEHOLDER GROUP 
For the Agency caseworkers, we will provide brochures and other HIPP program educational outreach materials for 
distribution and conduct training to facilitate identification and referrals of potential applicants to HIPP. We provide example 
HIPP educational outreach documents in Exhibit I-57. To increase the effectiveness of our outreach and marketing efforts, we 
will use extensive data mining and analysis for outreach targeting, as described earlier in this Requirement RECV60.  
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As a standard practice, HMS’ caseworkers periodically outreach to HIPP program stakeholders to bring further awareness to 
the HIPP program and provide training opportunities. The methods of outreach include in-person presentations, webinars and 
mailings. During these outreach activities, we share detailed information on the program including call center numbers for 
program referrals.  

ELIZA® FOR MEMBER OUTREACH 
To bolster the effectiveness of our outreach activity and offer additional benefits to HIPP members, HMS will work with the 
Agency to incorporate the services provided by Eliza®. An HMS product, Eliza is an innovation used in the healthcare industry 
to communicate with members and to facilitate automated outreach attempts to reach members. It drives client action by 
leveraging comprehensive client data sets and accessing billions of data points that address medical conditions, social 
determinants, and other factors. These outreach attempts can be made via telephone call, SMS text message or email, based 
on the Agency’s direction and client preference.  

HMS recommends four unique outreach campaigns to support the HIPP program. These campaigns include outreach in the 
following situations: 

 Follow up on applications sent to prospective members 
 Applicants who return an incomplete program application  
 A monthly text message reminder to the HIPP member to submit the necessary paystub verification 
 Reminder to submit the annual Renewal Form 

Eliza performs a multi-point verification to ensure that the correct person receives the information included on the message. 
For example, in one state where we are currently using Eliza’s services, we have implemented a two-step verification process 
to validate the member’s name and the year of birth. Both criteria conditions need to be validated before the message 
continues. 

Other benefits of implementing Eliza to enhance a HIPP program include: 

 The ability to accept inbound calls 24/7. Any member that receives a message from Eliza can call back and receive the 
same information they would have received if they had answered the telephone when Eliza initially called. Given that HIPP 
members are likely at work during our normal call center hours of 8am to 5pm, this feature allows HIPP members to 
receive valuable program information at a time that is most convenient for them. 
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Robust reporting provides the Agency information on what outreach activities have occurred in a given time period, identifies 
which activities are working and where enhancements need to be made, and monitors the growth of the program. Using the 
internal workflow specifically designed to meet the Agency’s program requirements, and other data points from different 
systems (i.e., Eliza’s platform and our Call Center Contact software), HMS will be able to provide detailed insight into program 
growth and all activities that have occurred during a specified period of time. This breakdown of activities includes: 

 Referrals identified from internal data mining and any potential external data sources 
 Applications sent to potential HIPP members 
 Applications returned 
 Outreaches for missing information including calls/outreached made by Eliza 
 The number of cases/members enrolled into the program 
 The number of cases denied for the program and the reason why the case was denied 
 Cases identified for annual renewal 
 Number of annual renewal cases processed and remaining active in HIPP program 
 Number of annual renewal cases that terminate from the program and the termination reason 
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status are constantly changing, affecting their eligibility for the Premium Assistance program. By using our internal employer 
database in conjunction with associated active cases housed within PIER, we will re-investigate and re-determine all members 
receiving Premium Assistance within 60 calendar days before the end of the employer’s annual open-enrollment period. 
Based on our years of experience, we use the open-enrollment end date to track the 60 calendar days to give the member 
ample time to make a selection with their employer and return the information to HMS prior to the new rate year starting. 

At the start of the employer’s open-enrollment period, a Renewal Form will be mailed to the HIPP member. This form instructs 
the member to provide details on any new ESI Plan selected during a period of open enrollment, including updated premium 
rates for the forthcoming benefit plan year, and requests a Summary of Benefits document.  

To ensure the plan continues to meet the basic benefits requirements for continued HIPP enrollment, our team of caseworkers 
will review the information submitted by the member, conduct any necessary outreach to obtain missing or incomplete 
information, and enter the new plan information into PIER. We will then determine if the new plan remains economical for the 
Agency to continue purchasing the policy and either keep the member enrolled on the HIPP program or send a termination 
notice if the plan is not cost-effective. 

Our team will promptly mail notices to terminated HIPP program members that indicate the reasons for termination of program 
eligibility and the termination date. We then update the status of terminated cases in PIER to CLOSED/TERMINATED. The PIER 
team conducts global reviews on policies when we receive notification of carrier plan changes or open-enrollment dates, 
updating the Employer Database, as necessary. 

The HMS’ PIER system is designed to track key required documentation to identify when a case should be terminated for non-
responsiveness. When a client does not adhere to the rules of the HIPP Program, HMS will submit recommendations for 
termination to the Agency for the situations listed below. Based on our extensive knowledge of federal and Agency 
regulations, HMS has identified the following situations where a client’s participation in the HIPP Program will be 
recommended for termination: 

• Dental coverage only policies 

• Medicare eligible individuals (Part B only) 

• Hospital indemnity policies 

• Presumptive Medicaid eligible members 

• Non-Medicaid eligible members 

• Accident only policies 
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information the case remains ineligible for the program, HMS will create and mail the policyholder a final denial/termination 
letter.  

If the policyholder remains dissatisfied with the final determination, they are advised to speak with the HIPP Program Manager 
for future review options and the opportunity to appeal the decision. The applicant will also be informed that they may submit a 
letter of appeal addressed to the Program Manager to be forwarded to the Agency for final review. The policyholder is notified 
that the Agency review may take up to 30 days and written correspondence will be mailed providing the outcome of the 
review. The HIPP Program Manager will inform the policyholder what information needs to be addressed in the appeal letter 
and what additional information or documentation to submit with the appeal letter. HMS utilizes an appeal response letter that 
has been approved by Georgia Medicaid. After receipt of the appeal letter, the HIPP caseworker will review case file with the 
Program Manager. The Program Manager will provide written documentation for the Agency’s review within 30 days from date 
of receipt. A correspondence letter is forwarded to the Agency along with the case file to provide their response and 
recommendation for the case; likewise, HMS will promptly provide any additional information or documentation requested by 
the Agency to conduct its review. All timelines outlined in these procedures can be adjusted per state HIPP Program 
requirements.  

DELIVERABLES   
HMS will present to the Agency a proposed policy and procedures document for a robust appeal process. Our current 
Recovery Program Procedures manual outlines all processes associated with our HIPP services, as shown in Exhibit I-59. 
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 Policy/plan information 

 Cost-effectiveness history 

 Total cost savings  

HMS caseworkers execute extensive quality control and audit trail steps prior to uploading any data into the MES. HMS 
currently can update HIPP data electronically which allows the Agency to identify all HIPP participants for reporting purposes.  

The HIPP Interface Upload File allows HMS to provide pertinent HIPP data in the MES. The HIPP Interface Upload File is 
uploaded weekly or as needed. In a new contract term, HMS will submit an electronic file to the MES that will include the 
following information for all active HIPP cases:  

 Medicaid ID number 

 PIER ID number 

 Insurance policy number 

 Insurance carrier code 

 HIPP start and end dates 

 Amount of premium amount 

 Case notes including: 
 Check register information 
 Letters mailed history 
 Referral information 
 Employer information 
 Payee information 
 Reimbursement history 
 Cost-effectiveness history 

The submission of this data creates a HIPP case in the MES. When data in the PIER System is not consistent with data 
housed in the MES, the case will cause an error on the interface file. The HIPP Unit Supervisor monitors electronic files 
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approved by the Agency that educates the reader about the value of the program and how to apply. The brochure also 
includes an application. 

 

Among the CHIPRA marketing and outreach improvements that HMS is currently working to implement is a website with 
online application capabilities. We have learned that most applicants prefer to enroll online rather than faxing and/or mailing 
an application. Once developed, the website will enable real-time transmission of application data directly to PIER, our web-
based case management system. Use of the online process will expedite the application process and mitigate against 
unintended data entry errors. This capability will be fully functional and available for Agency review and approval early in the 
contract term. 
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As described above, our Eliza solution can assist in facilitating CHIPRA program participation by allowing members and/or 
their guardians to receive essential program information when it is convenient for them while still offering an option to transfer 
into our trained call center staff if the member has questions about the program. Using the same outreach campaigns 
described in the HIPP section will allow HMS to engage with both potential and current members and/or their guardians and 
continue to add valuable cost savings to the State. 

Please see our response to Requirement RECV65 for full details.  
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• Providers: Large providers are educated on the CHIPRA programs as a means for the provider to receive a higher 
payment for their services. 

STEP 2. DETERMINING THE OUTREACH MESSAGE FOR EACH STAKEHOLDER GROUP 
The outreach messaging for each stakeholder group will be different, as the messaging will be tailored to each group’s specific 
benefits. Members will be informed on how the CHIPRA program gives them the benefits of commercial insurance and 
Medicaid. Agency caseworkers will be informed on how the CHIPRA program creates significant savings for the Agency and 
the State. Employers will be informed of their legal obligation to support the Agency’s efforts to enroll the member in the 
employer’s health insurance program, and providers are informed of their opportunity to receive higher payments for their 
services from commercial insurance.  

STEP 3. METHOD AND FREQUENCY OF THE OUTREACH FOR EACH STAKEHOLDER GROUP 
For the Agency caseworkers, we will provide brochures and other CHIPRA program educational outreach materials for 
distribution and conduct training to facilitate identification and referrals of potential applicants to CHIPRA. To increase the 
effectiveness of our outreach and marketing efforts, we will use our knowledge of the ESI contribution for local employers for 
outreach targeting.  

We use several different techniques to educate potential members and other stakeholders on the CHIPRA program. Several 
techniques already implemented include the CHIPRA brochures displayed in Exhibits I-60 and I-61. This brochure offers a 
detailed overview of the program and how members can qualify. In addition to the brochure, HMS recommends incorporating 
our Eliza outreach platform to the CHIPRA program. This platform, discussed in our response to Requirement RECV65, 
allows HMS caseworkers to engage with prospective members and educate them on the program. It also provides added 
convenience for potential members by allowing them to call into the Eliza platform 24/7 and receive the same educational 
material they would have received if they had answered the phone during the first attempt. 
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termination. When a client does not adhere to the CHIPRA Program, HMS will submit recommendations for termination to the 
Agency for unique situations. 

HMS has identified the following situations in which a client’s participation in the CHIPRA Program will be recommended for 
termination: 

• Individual/non-group policies 

• Members who no longer meet program age requirements 

• Non-qualifying employer premium contributions  

• Dental coverage only policies 

• Medicare eligible individuals (Part B only) 

• Hospital indemnity policies 

• Presumptive Medicaid eligible members 

• Non-Medicaid eligible members 

• Accident only policies 

The administration of an effective CHIPRA program requires both clear and concise program guidelines and policy, as well as 
the ongoing cooperation of health insurance policyholders. It is important to note that the policyholder is usually not the 
member and may not always understand the complexities of the Medicaid and CHIPRA requirements. To overcome this 
problem, HMS will continue to develop educational materials that both describe the program and explain the responsibilities of 
each stakeholder. 

However, there are still cases in which policyholders fail to cooperate with requests for documentation. These cases can 
typically be broken down into two major categories: 

1. Failure to submit proof of premium payment, and 
2. Failure to submit requests for premium amount verification within the program deadlines 

All written correspondence mailed to policyholders outline what information is needed and the deadline needed to submit information; 
all deadlines and time frames associated with these requests are approved by the Agency. 

HMS flags potential problem cases and policyholders that have a history of sporadic or non-compliance with the program. We 
then attempt to solicit their cooperation using various Agency-approved notices before recommending the case for 
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• Payee’s name 

• Mailing address 

• Banking information (if applicable) 

The submission of this data adds financial information to the CHIPRA case record contained in the MES. The interface files 
are reviewed by the CHIPRA Program Supervisor and CHIPRA Program Manager for accuracy of the data and file layout prior 
to submission. When data in the PIER System is not consistent with data in the MES, the case will cause an error on the 
interface file. The CHIPRA Unit Supervisor monitors the upload submissions via the Premium Payment Request Audit Report, 
the Premium Payment Request Error Report, the Premium Payee and Financial Information Audit Report as well as the 
Premium Payee and Financial Information Error Report. Corrections or updates to remove errors are conducted before the 
next scheduled CHIPRA Payment Interface Upload File is submitted. 
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 Insurance carrier code 

 CHIPRA start and end dates 

 Amount of premium amount 

 Case notes, including: 
 Check register information 
 Letters mailed history 
 Referral information 
 Employer information 
 Payee information 
 Reimbursement history 
 Cost-effectiveness history  

The submission of this data creates a CHIPRA case in the Agency’s MES. When data in the PIER is not consistent with data 
in the Agency’s MES, the case will cause an error on the interface file. The CHIPRA Unit Supervisor monitors the upload 
submissions via the HIPP Interface Audit Report as well as the CHIPRA Interface Error Report. Corrections or updates to 
remove errors are conducted before the next scheduled CHIPRA Interface Upload File is submitted.  

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information? No 

44 Refund Process- Describe in detail your process for researching, validating, and documenting all TPL refund requests including 
but not limited to the requirements stated in Attachment H, Refund Process Section, Requirements RECV88-RECV93. Please 
attach a proposed sample of a "Carrier Refund Request" form.  

A4
4 

Answer # 44 
As a Supplier specializing in cost containment, HMS fully understands the importance of protecting taxpayer funds, at the 
federal and state levels. HMS assigns the burden-of-proof on any carrier or provider requesting a refund to prove that the 
refund is valid, timely and accurate. In our response to this answer, HMS describes how we research, validate, and document 
all refund requests including but not limited to the requirements stated in Attachment H, Refund Process Section 
Requirements RECV88-RECV93 for the Agency.  

We include a sample Carrier Refund Request in Exhibit I-62. 
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Included below in Exhibit I-66, is detail of the refund as a negative adjustment on the following invoice cover page.  

Currently HMS attaches backup documentation to support the invoice cover page and HMS confirms the required data 
elements of the refund will be reported including but not limited to member name, Medicaid ID, check number/claim adjusted, 
adjustment amount, reason for the refund, CCN, and the ICN. We illustrate this in Exhibit I-67.  
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withheld from another state agency, our process with the Georgia Medicaid is to submit the refund requests to the Agency with 
only the initial request letter. For this refund request exception process, the Agency generally expedites the refund payment. 

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     No 

46 Reports- Describe in detail your process for creating and transmitting reports where the Supplier is the entity responsible as 
stated in Attachment H, Medicaid Qualifying Trusts (Special Needs, Miller and Pooled Trust) Section, Requirement RECV41 
and Attachment H, Reports Section, Requirements RECV97, RECV99-RECV106, and RECV109-112. Please attach a sample 
report that you would create.  

A4
6 

Answer # 46 

The following responses to requirements RECV41, RECV 97 and RECV99 through RECV106 and RECV109 through 112 
describe in detail our ability to meet the stated requirements. 

Over the past several years, HMS has invested a significant amount of resources into building a more flexible and transparent 
reporting platform. One outcome of this effort is HMS 360®, a client-facing web-portal for accessing recovery and opportunity 
statistics. Through HMS 360, clients can access data, run reports, and view historical recovery figures without needing to 
make a formal request. 

HMS currently creates and transmits multiple reports to our clients  

 Creating Reports: HMS will work with the Agency to identify and develop the routine creation of all reports required 
throughout the life of the contract. In the Development phase, HMS will work with the Agency to finalize the formats and 
create the reports according to the specifications. On an ongoing basis, each report must pass a Quality Control step, 
which validates the report format and content, before transmitting the report. 

 Transmitting Reports: HMS transmits reports by email or by using a system of protocols to transmit each of the required 
reports to the Agency. When using protocols, a separate protocol is established for each report, and this ensures that each 
report is named correctly and delivered to the appropriate location on the Agency’s SFTP site. The HMS protocols also 
keep a record of the day and time that each report was transmitted. 
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deceased members age 55 or older or permanently institutionalized at the 
time of death 

Cases in Pending Probate Claim 
stage 

A list of cases for the report month that qualify for Estate recovery and are 
pending opening of probate proceedings 

Monthly 

Cases in Pending Probate 
Resolution stage 

A list of cases for the report month in which a probate claim has been filed 
on behalf of the State and the case is pending payment of the claim from 
the estate 

Monthly 

Cases in Non-Probatable stage A report of cases for the report month from which recovery cannot be 
made because the deceased member’s property is not in their estate and 
therefore not subject to recovery 

Monthly 

Cases in Probate Research stage A list of cases for the report month for which the HMS team is researching 
to determine if probate has been opened so that an Estate Claim can be 
filed with the court 

Monthly 

Cases in Negotiation stage A report for the report month that lists cases in the negotiation stage due to 
submission of an undue hardship or compromise request 

Ad Hoc 

Cases transferred to SAAG A report of cases for the report month that provides a detailed summary 
data on the cases transferred by the Estate team to the Georgia SAAG, 
both in the report month and pending from previous months 

Ad Hoc 
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Maestro provides robust reporting capabilities, which incorporate automated production of reports and ad hoc reports. Agency 
staff will have access to Maestro, enabling the generation of customized reports available to the Agency, on demand. Maestro 
generates standard month-end status reports and customizable reports that capture key data required by the Agency that is 
both managerial and operational. Users can save all reports generated by Maestro as Microsoft® Excel® (Excel) spreadsheets 
that enable users to analyze the data outside of the system. 

After contract award, we will meet with the Agency to review the current Maestro on-demand reports available to the Agency 
and work with the Agency to develop additional reports. We will review the following reporting parameters with the agency - 
member ID, case ID, Trauma code, diagnosis code, date of service, policy begin date, policy end date, etc. - and confirm 
availability in the online reports. This will allow the Agency, as well as our TPL Recovery Services team, to monitor the daily 
operations and confirm the reports are meeting the program’s business needs. 

PIER GENERATED ONLINE REPORTS 
PIER also provides robust reporting capabilities, which incorporates both automated production reports and ad hoc reports. 
PIER generates standard month-end status reports and fully customizable reports of key captured case data. In addition to the 
existing reporting provided to the Agency, HMS will work with the Agency to develop automatic and ad hoc reporting 
pertaining to daily HIPP and CHIPRA program that are both managerial and operational. Exhibit I-74 shows the reports 
available via PIER. 
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frequency that we will deliver the report, and an indication if this report is currently provided to the Agency. Per our response 
to RECV97, the reports below will be developed, documented, and delivered, as well as retained in a manner agreed upon by 
the Agency. In addition to the delivery frequency stated below, these reports will also be accessible on an as-needed basis at 
any time if requested by the Agency.  

We provide samples of the reports listed in Exhibit I-75 in the attachment file named Sample Report_ Recovery Services. 
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 Project Management Implementation Plan 

 Project schedule with defined milestones and deliverables, including time and resource management 

 Standardized meeting agendas: Accomplishments, Issues, and Proposed Resolutions and Recommendations, as well as 
Next Steps 

 Weekly Implementation phase gate reviews and project status reporting 

We structure our implementation process to allow the Agency the ability to review and approve deliverables with minimal 
effort. HMS has an excellent track record of meeting our project schedules without “surprises” to our clients. 

During the Implementation and Operations phases, we will measure project progression and performance, and confirm that 
activities align with the project schedule. The HMS Project Manager will use the following key performance indicators (KPIs) to 
determine if the project is on track: 

 Project Objectives to measure if the project is on schedule and budget  

 Quality Deliverables to determine if specific task deliverables are being met 

 Project Performance to monitor any changes in the project, including the amount and 
types of issues and or scope changes and how they are addressed 

 Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to adhere to all contract SLAs  

Our Project Manager will oversee and manage our Implementation Project team’s 
compliance with all established control processes including deliverable submission 
procedures, Agency signoff procedures, and other established protocols and procedures. 
We will use our Project Plan and other project management tools to monitor the performance of our Project team and the 
effective delivery of our TPL services. Our proprietary systems tools deliver the monitoring, measurement, and reporting 
capabilities required to support TPL Recovery Services activities not only in Georgia but across the country. In addition, our 
tools leverage our in-place technology and organizational structure to support services provided to more than 40 state 
Medicaid agencies. 

In Exhibit I-77, we provide a sample of our Status Report and Implementation Work Plan that we will review with the Agency 
during our regular implementation meetings. 

The individuals who serve on our 
Project team are among the 
most experienced in the 
healthcare cost containment and 
information systems industry, 
and their collective experience 
offers unmatched expertise. 
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We include with our response the required attachment file named Sample Implementation Report_Recovery Services. 
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 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     Yes-Required 

48 Reports- Describe in detail your process for receiving, storing, and utilizing reports provided to you by the agency or agency 
system as stated in Attachment H, Reports Section, Requirements RECV107 and RECV108. 
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is fully knowledgeable of current federal and state law, policy and guidelines and procedures to ensure financial compliance. 
Our accountant will continue to meet with the Agency as needed to review and provide recommendations regarding state 
guidelines and procedures for the Agency project. 

 Upload Attachments with Additional Information?     Yes-Required 

50 Interfaces- Describe in detail your process for creating and transmitting interfaces where the Supplier is the entity responsible 
as stated in Attachment H, Interfaces Section, Requirements RECV117 and RECV131-RECV140. 

A5
0 

Answer  # 50 

The following responses to requirements RECV117 and RECV131 through RECV140 describe in detail our ability to meet the 
stated requirements. 

HMS currently creates and transmits multiple interfaces to our clients. 

 Creating Interfaces: HMS will work with the Agency to identify and develop the routine creation of all interfaces required 
throughout the life of the contract. In the Development phase, HMS will work with the Agency and the Agency’s Suppliers to 
finalize the layouts and create the interfaces according to the specifications. On an ongoing basis, each interface must pass 
a Quality Control step, which validates the layout and content, before transmitting the file. 

 Transmitting Interfaces: HMS uses a system of protocols to transmit each of the required interfaces to the Agency. A 
separate protocol is established for each interface, and this ensures that each interface is named correctly and delivered to 
the appropriate location on the Agency’s SFTP. The HMS protocols also keep a record of the day and time that each 
interface was transmitted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 












